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INTRODUCTION 
 
jhkpd; GWt Jyfpd; Gwf;fz;L 
fhKWth; fw;w wpe;jhh;  
  -  jpUts;Sth; (Fws; 399) 
 
     In the 21st century man acquired everything because of massive 
development of science and technology. Yes, science made our life very 
easy and luxurious. The communication and technology made the world 
within our hand with the help of computer. 
 Eventhough we are comfortable with a modern life, for that each and 
every day we have to run as much  as possible to know the up-to-date 
changes in the technology “But the science and technology doesn’t provide 
us a peaceful life” 
 Man also become tired because of his fast and mechanical life. Now 
he prefers a peaceful mind, natural life and medicine. Not only the 
individual , the whole world now turn over to the natural life and medicine. 
 For that purpose all of the them have a look on our Traditional 
System of Medicine - SIDDHA  and they expect some remedy for life 
threatening disease “AIDS”  . 
 Now only the world realise the siddha  system of medicines and 
what Siddhar says  all are true according to the natural normal life. 
 We never forget the father of our Nation Mahatma Gandhi, he is 
known for his  “ Non violence”  Likewise our ancient medicine  “Siddha”  
also known for complete cure of disease without any surgical  (or)  side 
effects. So only the world also looking forward to have a good and 
complete cure remedy for all diseases from the siddhar through siddha 
medicines. 
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 Siddha system of medicine is set to be originated from Lord Shiva to 
siddhars to help the human beings. This system of medicine comprises all 
kinds of sciences such as Alchemy, Yoga, Philosophy, Astrology, 
Naturopathy, Varma etc., 
 Siddhar’s principle aim was to attain the liberation of immortal soul in 
conjunction with the  perishable  body. 
 Every system of medicine has its own merits and demerits. In 
Siddha system of medicine there were more merits than demerits. It not 
only heals the physical body but also strengthens the mind. 
 In Siddha system of medicine the diseases are explained separately 
as  Pothu Maruthuvam, Sirappu Maruthuvam, Aruvai Maruthuvam, Magalir 
& Sool Maruthuvam, Varma Pariharam,  Bala Vagadam etc., 
  “Bala Vagadam” other-wise called as Pillaipini Maruthuvam 
(KuzhanthaiMaruthuvam) mainly deals with the disease and treatment of 
the children. Eventhough so many siddhars mentioned about pediatrics 
diseases, Agasthiyar was the first to give a separate literature for pediatric 
disease called as “Bala Vagadam”. 
 According to World Health Organization (WHO) recent publication 
indicates Respiratory and Nutritional diseases are major life threatening 
diseases in children especially in developing countries like India. 
 The author decided to choose “Annakku Thooru Azharchi” for his 
dissertation because of this disease is more common in our country. This 
disease is more common in children than adult. 
 Treatment of this disease in modern medicine was very effective at 
the early stage and may re occur due to the resistance of organisms. 
Sometimes side effects and contra indications also cause other problems. 
 Keeping this in mind the need of bringing and effective 
chemotherapy for Annakku Thooru Azharchi author selected Karpoora 
Valli Mathirai as medicine and under gone this dissertation work. 
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AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
 
“Prevention is better than cure” 
 
            All of us know this way of living is better, but no body know how to 
prevent ourself from diseases. In this modern days “The children”  the next 
generation of our country facing many problem physically as well as 
mentally . They are affected by diseases very easily because they are not 
good enough to protect against diseases. In childhood the cild easily 
affected by the Respiratory and Nutritional diseases. This is the common 
problem found among the children. 
 
         If the disease of child is cured in childhood itself means, then the 
child place themselves in a better place in future to serve for our nation. So 
the author decided to take   the child’s problem of respiratory systems. 
 
 The disease Annakku Thooru Azharchi is the most common upper 
respiratory infection in childrens. 
 
 The signs and symptoms of this disease correlate with Tonsillitis. 
 
   If Annakku Thooru Azharchi was not properly treated it leads to the 
life threatening complications like Rheumatic fever, Acute glomerulo 
nephritis etc., 
 
 The author has selected the disease Annakku Thooru Azharchi to 
safe guard the childrens from this disease and from the life threatening 
complications with the medicine Karpoora  Valli Mathirai. 
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The objectives are as follows,  
 
1. To make a detailed study of Annakku Thooru Azharchi on the basis 
of Siddha literature. 
2. To utilize and expose the unique diagnostic method mentioned by  
the siddhars and to know how the disease altered the normal 
conditions of Mukkutram, Pori pulangal, Ezhu Udal Kattukal and 
Envagai thervugal. 
3. To divide a comparative clinical study with the particular medicines 
mentioned above. 
4. To have an idea about the incidence of the disease with age, sex, 
socio economic status, Family history and seasonal variation. 
5. To know the degree of correlation on aetiology, classifications, signs 
and symptoms of Annakku Thooru Azharchi in siddha medicine with 
that of modern medicine. 
6. To evaluate the bio-chemical, pharmacological and anti microbial 
studies of the drugs used for the treatment of the disease.     
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rpj;j kUj;Jtj;jpd; El;gq;fs; 
(Siddha Aspects) 
 
  mZ Kjy; mz;lk; tiu xt;nthd;Wk; Ik;G+j $l;Lwthy; MdJ 
gUepiy > Ez;epiy vd ,uz;L ngUk;gphpTfs; cs;sd. 
gUepiy vd;gJ VO clw;fl;Lf;fshd gFjp> ,ij md;dkaNfhrk; 
vd;gh;. md;dkaNfhrj;NjhL gpuhzkaNfhrKk; Nrh;e;Jjhd; gUepiy. 
,jpy; md;dkaNfhrkpd;wp gpuhzkaNfhrKkpy;iy> gpuhzkaNfhrkpd;wp 
md;dkaNfhrKkpy;iy. 
gUclk;Gf;Fk;> md;dkaNfhrj;NjhL kw;w Nfhrq;fshd 
kNdhkaNfhrk;> tpQ;QhdkaNfhrk;> Mde;jkaNfhrk;> Mfpatw;wpw;F 
ghykhf ,Ug;gJ gpuhzkaNfhrk; 
gpuhzkaNfhrk;> md;dkaNrhrj;NjhLk;> kw;w Nfhrq;fNshLk; 
ghykhf ,Ue;J nray;gLtjw;F fhuzk; gpuhz clk;G vDk; 
gpuhzrf;jpapy; cs;s Mjhuq;fNs 
Mjhuq;fSila tphpTk; tpsf;fKk; jhd; Kj;jhJf;fs;. 
Kj;jhJf;fspy; VO clw;fl;Lfs;  nghUe;jp  epw;Fk; epiyfs; 
1. tsp  -    vYk;gpYk; 
2. moy;   -   nre;ePhpy; 
3. Iak;    -  rhuk;> Cz;> nfhOg;G > %is> Rf;fpyk; / RNuhzpjk; 
mWRitfis cz;gjhy; clw;fl;Lfs; tsh;r;rpailAk; 
1. Jth;g;G - FUjp 
2. cg;G - vYk;G 
3. ,dpg;G - jir 
4. Gspg;G - nfhOg;G 
5. ifg;G - euk;Grf;jp 
6. fhuk; - ckpo;ePh; 
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gQ;rG+jq;fspy;  
thAthdJ  cztpd; rj;Js;s Jth;g;Gr; Ririaj; jdf;F  
,iuahff; nfhz;L cUtw;w nghUs;fis gy  
jhJf;fshfg; gFf;fpd;wd 
jP G+jkhdJ  cztpd; rj;jpYs;s fhh;g;Gr; Ritiaj; jdf;F    
,iuahff; nfhz;L thAG+jj;jhy; gFf;fg;gl;l jhJf;fSf;F 
cUtj;ijf; nfhLf;fpd;wJ. 
ePh;G+jkhdJ  -  cztpd; rj;Js;s ,dpg;Gr;Ritiaj; jdf;F  
   ,iuahff; nfhz;L jPapdhy; cUthf;fg;gl;l  
   jhJf;fSf;Ff; nfLjpAz;lhfhjgb <uj;jpy; fhf;fpd;wJ 
kz;G+jkhdJ :  cztpd; rj;Js;s Gspg;G> cth;g;Gr; Ritfisj;  
jdf;F ,iuahff; nfhz;L ePh; G+jj;jhy; fhf;fg;gl;l 
jhJf;fSf;F mjpf <uj;ij nfLjypd;wp fhf;fpd;wJ 
Mfhak; :   cztpd; rj;jpYs;s ifg;Gr; Ritiaj jdf;F  
,iuahff; nfhz;L thA > ePh;>  kz; Mfpa G+jq;fshy;  
Mf;fg;gl;Lk; fhf;fg;gl;Lk; tUfpd;w cUtq;fis 
tpUj;jpailar; nra;fpwJ. 
Ik;nghwpfspd; $Wfshy;> mddkaf; Nfhrj;jpy; mg;G Nrh;e;J jir 
cz;lhFk;> ,jdhy; gpuhzkaf; NfhrKk; > cz;lhFk; 
 ,jpy; NjA Nrh;e;jhy; Gj;jp cz;lhfp kNdhkaf; NfhrkhFk;. 
 ,jpy; thA Nrh;e;J Qhdkaf; Nfhrk; cz;lhFk; 
 ,jpy; thjk; fye;jJk; Rfk; cz;lhFk;. ,jdhy;  
Mde;jkaf;Nfhrk; cz;lhFk;. 
Nfhrq;fs; xd;iw xd;W njhlh;G gLj;JtJ caph; .  
clypy; caph; jhpj;jpUg;gjw;F fhuzkhd rf;jp vJNth mJNt jhJ (m)  
ehb vdg;gLk; 
 ,;lfiy  + mghdd; - thjk; 
 gpq;fiy  +  gpuhzd; -  gpj;jk; 
 ROKid + rkhdd; - fgk; 
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 ,e;j ,lfiy > gpq;fiy > ROKid vd;w ehbfs; %yhjhuj;jpy; 
Fzlypdp rf;jpNahL rk;ke;jg;gl;L ,Uf;fpd;wd. 
 %yhjhuk; Mjhuq;fs; MWfspy; xd;W Mjhuq;fspd; ,Ug;gplk; 
gpuhz clk;G> gpuhz clk;gpy; ,Uf;Fk; Mjhuk; gUclk;G vd;w 
md;dkaNfhrj;NjhL njhlh;Gilajhf ,Uf;fpwJ. 
 gpuhz clk;gpy; cs;s Mjhuq;fspy; %yhjhuj;jpy; ,aq;ff;$ba 
rf;jpfs; %d;W mit   
 1.Fz;lypdp rf;jp 
 2. gpuhz rf;jp 
 3. [Pt rf;jp  MFk;. 
 
%yhjhuj;jpy; cs;s Fz;lypdp rf;jpapd; 
 ,lJgf;fk;  -  ,lfiy 
 tyJgf;fk; - gpq;fiy 
 eLg;gFjp  -  ROKid MFk;. 
 
 NkYk; Fz;lypdpia fdy;Fog;G vd;W nrhy;yyhk;. ,e;j 
fdy;Fok;G mZ Kjy; mz;lk; tiu cs;s nghUs;fs; midj;jpYk; 
%yhjhuj;jpy; ,Uf;ff;$baJ. 
 ,t;thW ,Uf;ff;$ba mZf;fs; xd;iw xd;W njhlh;G 
nfhs;tNjhL my;yJ Gzh;T nra;J nfhs;tjw;F cjtpahf gpuhzrf;jp 
cs;sJ. 
 gpuhz rf;jp ,uz;L epiyfspy; ekf;F fpilf;fpwJ. 
 
1. Rthrj;jpd; %yk; 
2. R+hpad; ntspg;gLj;Jk;NghJ fpilg;gjhFk;. 
 
R+hpad; %yk; fpilf;Fk gpuhzrf;jp ,aw;ifapy; cs;s gpuhz 
rf;jpia jd;Dld; ,izj;Jf;nfhz;L ,lg;ghl;Buy; %yk; ehgpia 
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mile;jJk; me;jgpuhz rf;jpia tpahdthA  xt;nthU 
MjhuepiyfspYk; gutr; nra;fpwJ 
gpuhzrf;jpAk; [Pt rf;jpAk; xd;W Nghy; Njhd;wpdhYk; ,uz;Lk; 
ntt;NtW. 
gpuhzrf;jp fth;r;rp jd;ikAilaJ . fth;r;rpj;jd;ikahy; 
xt;nthd;iwAk; njhlh;G cilajhf nra;fpwJ . [Ptrf;jp mij ,aq;fr; 
nra;fpwJ.   
[Ptrf;jp Neubahf xt;nthU Mjhuj;jpYk; nrd;wilfpwJ.  
,k;%d;W rf;jpfisAk; (gpuhz rf;jp> [Pt rf;jp> Fz;lypdp rf;jp) 
tptukhf tpsf;fpr; nrhy;tNj gpuhz clk;G. 
rpj;j kUj;Jtk; RUq;f nrhy;yp tpsq;f itg;gJ > mt;thW tpsf;fk; 
$Wifapy;  taJk; gq;F nfhs;fpwj. 
taJ jdp jhJ mstha; kl;Lk; rpwg;G my;y vd;gJk; > kw;w 
jhJf;fSk; fye;J taij cUthf;Ftjpy; gq;F nfhs;fpd;wd vd;Wk; 
njspthf;pwJ. 
rpj;j kUj;Jtj;jpy; Njfpia tpthpf;ifapy; mNef Njfpfs; 
$wg;gl;Ls;sd. me;j Njfpfspy; taij cUthf;Fk;NghJ caph;jhJf;fs; 
xNu msthf ,Ug;gjw;F tha;g;gpy;iy. Mifahy; taij cUthf;Ftjpy; 
jhJf;fs; NtWgl;L gq;F nfhs;fpd;wd. ,t;thW cUthFk; tajpd; 
tho;ehs; tptuk; $Wkplj;J  
 
‘jhdtDkikj;jgb taJ E}W 
 R+yUf;F kpsikapNy rpNyj;Jk khFk; 
Md eLtaJ gpj;jkg;ghy; thjk; 
 MwQ;R %thz;L khjk; ehd;F 
<dkw %tUNk %d;W gq;fha; 
 ,g;gbNa ele;J nfhs;thhpiwNahd; Kd;dhy; 
VdKwaikj;j tz;zk; Mz;L khjk; 
 ,iathd ehs;fs; jg;gp khpg;gjhNk” 
   - rjfehb - Neha;ehly; ghfk; 1- (45) 
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‘Kd;Ndhh;fSiuj;jhh;fs; khdplh;f;F 
  nkhope;j taJ E}nwd;W  
 ,d;d%d;W gq;fhftpak; 
  gpsik rpNyw;gdNk 
 td;d eLtpw; gpj;j kjh kg;ghy; 
  thjkJ thFk; 
 nghd;Nd ape;jf; fhyj;jpy; 
  aw;iwa Nuhfk; nghy;yhNj” 
      - ,uj;jpdr; RUf;f ehb Neha;ehly; jpul;L (45) 
 khdplUf;F nkhj;jk; taJ 100 vd;Wk; > mjid %d;W 
rhpghfkhf;fp  ,sikapy;  IafhyKk; > eLg;gpuhak; gpj;jfhyKk;> 
,Wjpg;gpuhak;  thjfhyKk;  vd eph;zapj;jpUf;fpwhh;fs;. 
  xt;nthW gpuhaKk; 33 Mz;Lfs;> ehY khjq;ffshff; 
fzf;fplg;gl;Ls;sJ. mjhtJ  
Iafhyk;  -  gpwe;jJ Kjy; 33 taJ 4 khjk; tiu 
gpj;jfhyk; -  33 taJ 4 khjk; 1 ehs; Kjy;  66 taJ 8 khjk; tiu 
thjfhyk; -  66 taJ 8khjk; 1 ehs; Kjy; 100 Mz;Ltiu. 
 
‘khpg;ghd; E}whz;L rpNyw;gdgpj;j 
 thjkpit %d;wha; elf;Fk;NghJ 
jhpg;ghd; Mz;L gjpndhd;W khje;jhndd;W 
 ehs; gj;JQ; rkh;j;jha; %th; 
,Ug;gpd; rpNyw;gdj;jpypwq;fy; thjk; 
 ,ay;ghd gpj;jj; jpypwq;fisak;; 
fjpg;ghd thjj;jpypwq;fy; gpj;jk;  
 fye;J KiwKiwahff; ifahSk; ghq;Nf” 
      (rjfehb) 
 E}W Mz;Lfspy; rpNyl;Lk> gpj;j> thj gUtq;fis %d;Wgq;fhf;fp 
xt;nthU gpuhakhfpa 33 Mz;L 4 khjq;fis kWgbAk; %d;W 
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cl;gphpthf gphpfpwJ. mjhtJ 11 tUlk; 1 khjk; 10 ehs;fs; vd 
$wg;gl;Ls;sJ. 
 ,e;jf; fhyj;jpy; (Kjy; 11 tUlk; 1 khjk; 10 ehs;fspy;)  %d;W 
Njhlq;fSk; ,uz;buz;lhf fyg;Gw;W 
 Iaj;Jld; thjk; 
 gpj;jj;Jld; Iak; 
 thjj;Jld; gpj;jk; vd fye;J Kiwgpufhukhf eilngWk;. 
 
"Å¡¾Á¡öô À¨¼òÐô À¢ò¾ ÅýÉ¢Â¡öì ¸¡òÐì §ºðÀ 
º£¾Á¡öò Ð¨¼òÐô À¡Ã¡ó §¾¸ò¾¢üÌÊÂ¡ ¨ÁóÐ 
â¾Å¢ó¾¢Â¡¨ÁÅ÷ â¨º ¦¸¡ñ¼Å÷ À¡ø......... 
..................................................
........................................ 
 ±É §¾¨ÃÂ÷ ÁÕòÐÅô À¡Ã¾ò¾¢ø Å¡¾Á¡öô À¨¼òÐõ, À¢ò¾Á¡öì 
¸¡òÐõ, ³ÂÁ¡¸ò Ð¨¼òÐõ ±É ÜÈ¢ÔûÇ¾¡ø þÇ¨ÁÂ¢ø Å¡¾¸¡Äõ 
Áò¾¢Â¢ø À¢ò¾ ¸¡Äõ þÚ¾¢Â¢ø ¸À¸¡Äõ ¬Ìõ.  
 º¢ò¾ÁÕòÐÅò¾¢ø ¬Ôû §¾¡¼ ¿¢÷½Âõ ÜÚÁ¢¼òÐ þÇ¨ÁÂ¢ø 
¸À¸¡Äõ, ¿ÎÅ¢ø À¢ò¾ ¸¡Äõ, þÚ¾¢Â¢ø Å¡¾¸¡Äõ ±É;Nw 
ÜÈôÀðÎûÇÐ. ,J Nghd;W gy fUj;Jf;fs; taij eph;zak; nra;tjpy; 
cs;sJ. mt;thW ,Ug;gpDk; mf;fUj;Jfspy; xd;whd MAs; Njhl 
eph;zak; $Wk; ,sikapy; fgk; vd;w fUj;jpid mbg;gilahff; nfhz;L 
,e;j Ma;Tf;fl;Liu jahhpf;fg;gl;Ls;sJ. 
 NkYk; fgNjfpapy; - fgfhyj;jpy; - gpj;jk; 1 gq;F fgk;  - ½ gq;F 
thjk; ¼ gq;F vd;w mstpy; > gpwe;jJ Kjy; 11 tUlk; 1 khjk; 10 ehs; 
taij cUthf;Fk; vd;w fUj;ij cjhuzkhff; nfhz;L Mrphpah;  
Ma;Tf;fl;Liuf;F vLj;Jf;nfhs;sg;gl;l ‘mz;zhf;Fj;J}W mow;rp”  
vd;w Nehia gw;wpAk; mjw;fhd ‘fw;G+uts;sp khj;jpiu” apd; nray;> gpzp 
ePf;Fk; jd;ik Fwpj;Jk; tpsf;fp ,t;tha;Tf;fl;Liuia rkh;gpj;Js;shh;. 
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mz;zhf;Fj;J}W mow;rp 
NtW ngah;fs;: 
1. mz;zhf;Fj;J}W jhgpjk; * 
2. njhz;ilapy; tsUk; rij** 
3. yRd jhgpjk;*** 
4. cs;ehf;F mow;rp*** 
5. njhz;il fpue;jp tPf;fk;**** 
6. njhz;il fl;b***** 
7. njhz;il NehT***** 
8. njhz;il J}W***** 
 
* Fzghlk; jhJ rPt tFg;G → kU. ,uh.jpahfuh[d; vy;.I.vk; 
**Neha;fSf;Fr; rpj;j ghpfhuk; → kU.k.rz;KfNtY  vr;.gp.I.vk; (98) 
*** b.tp. rhk;grptk;gps;is 
****’itj;jpad;” - rpj;j kw;Wk; MAh;Ntj Gul;lhrp 1949 khj ,jo;. 
***** nyf;rpfhd; - jkpo; mfuhjp 
 
,ay;: 
 mz;zhf;F tsh;r;rp mile;J tpOq;f rpukk;> Ngr ,ayhik>  
jiyghuk; Mfpa FwpFzq;fNshL njhz;ilapYk;>  khh;gpYk; 
NfhioAz;lhf;fp fgk; > gpj;jk; ,it jd;dpiy gpwo;e;J cz;zhf;F> 
njhz;il> EiuaPuy; Kjypa ,lq;fspy; jhgpjj;ij Vw;gLj;Jk;  
      - (gps;isg;gpzp kUj;Jtk; gf;fk; 111) 
Neha; tUk; top: 
 ‘kPjpNa jpj;jpg;G Gspg;Gj; jhDk; 
kpfj; jpd;Dq; fpoq;F tif aue;jpdhYk; 
rhwpNa rgpj;jpakhq; Fsph;e;j gz;le; 
jz;zPh; jhd; gioaJ fUj;jyhYk; 
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....................................................................... 
....................................................................... 
tUFNk Nrl;gj;jpd; kfpikjhNd”. 
 
    -  A+fpitj;jpa rpe;jhkzp (127) 
 
1. czT tiffspy; kpFjpAk; Iaj;ij cz;lhf;ff;$ba nghUl;fs; 
cz;gjhYk;. 
2. ,dpg;G Rit cs;s nghUl;fis kpFjpahf cz;zy; 
3. kpF Fsph;r;rp> kpFe;j ntg;g nghUis cz;zy; 
4. Fsph;e;j fhw;wpy; ,Uj;jy; 
5. kpFe;j nta;apypy; ,Ue;jy; 
6. GOjp> kz;> kpFe;j fhuk; cz;zy;. 
  Mfpa nray;fshYk; Iaf;Fw;wk; jd;dpiy khWjypdhYk; tsp 
my;yJ jPf;Fw;wj;ijNaDk; my;yJ mt;tpUFw;wj;ijNaDk; jdf;Fj; 
Jizahff; nfhz;L> njhz;il> %f;F> mz;zhf;F> EiuaPuy; 
,itfspy; kpFe;j Fw;wj;jpd; msthf jhgpjj;ij vOg;gp Nfhioia 
cz;lhf;fp Ruk; Kjypa FwpFzq;fisg; gpwg;gpf;Fk; 
  cly; epiyfspy; (Mjhuq;fspy;)  khh;gplkhd mehfj;jpy; vOk; 
Nky;Nehf;Ff;fhspy; jd; mstpy; epw;gjhYk; ,e;Neha; Vw;gLk;. 
             - nghJ kUj;Jtk; - (229)- gps;isg;gpzp kUj;Jtk; (111) 
Nehapd; Kw;FwpFzk;: 
1. njhz;il cyh;jy; 
2. ,Ukpj; njhz;iliar; rptf;f nra;jy;> mjpdpd;Wk; Nfhioiaj; 
Jg;gy; 
3. njhz;ilapy; VNjh G+rpaJ NghYk;>  njhz;il ,Wf;fpaJ 
Nghd;Wk; czh;r;rpAz;lhjy;. 
-  Neha;ehly; ghfk; 2 (70) 
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Neha; vz;: 
 ‘MFnkz; zhf;F je;j kdpjNdha; ehw;gj; ije;jhk; 
 NjhifNa rpFit jd;dpy; NuhfKe; nrhy;yq; fhiy 
 ehfkh KdpA iuj;jhd; Kg;gj;jpehyh nkd;dg; 
 ghfkh awpAz;zhf;fpw; gw;W Nehapug jhNk” 
 
      guuhrNrfuk; - rpuNuhfepjhdk;. 
 guuhrNrfuk; E}ypy; jiy> fOj;J Neha;fs; 1008 
tifg;gLj;jg;gl;Ls;sd. ,jpy; cs;ehf;F Neha;fs; 20 tif vd 
$wg;gl;Ls;sd. 
mz;zhf;Fj;J}W mow;rpapd; G+h;t&gk;: 
 mf;fpdp ke;je; njhz;il ahpNu ydk;nt Wj;jy; 
 ff;fpa tpUky; njhz;il fhe;Jjy; jpdtz;lhjy; 
 njhf;fpdpw; RuKz;lhjy; R+Ls gjhh;j;je;Njly; 
 ............................................................................................ 
  
  grpapd;ik>  njhz;ilf;fk;ky;> Mfhuj;jpy; ntWg;G> ,Uky;>  
njhz;ilapy; Gifr;ry;> typ> mhpg;G> clk;gpy; R+L> R+lhd gjhh;j;jq;fspy; 
,r;ir Kjyhditfs; ,e;Nehapd; G+h;t&gq;fshFk;.  
                                        - jd;te;jphp itj;jpak; (Kjy; ghfk;) -  (211) 
nghJFwpFzk;:  
mz;zhf;Fj;J}W mow;rpapy; 
1. njhz;il Gz;gl;lJ Nghy; typj;jy;. 
2. njhz;il rpte;jy; 
3.  njhz;ilapy; Ks;shy;; Fj;JtJ Nghd;w czh;r;rp Vw;gly; 
4. Ruk; fha;jy; 
5. jiy fdj;jy;  
6. czT >ePh; Kjypatw;iw tpOq;f ,ayhik  Mfpa FwpFzq;fs; 
fhzg;gLk;.  
     - gps;isg;gpzp kUj;Jtk; (111) 
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‘,ak;G tDz;zhf;Ff; Fs;nsaPljha; tsh;e;J Rw;wp 
eak; ngw tpukp aPio eWeWg;Glnd tpf;Fk; 
cAk;gb apy;yh jhf T+lope; jpUkpf;ff;fy; 
nrak; ngw ew;F nkd;W nrg;gpdhh; E}y; ty;NyhNu” 
- ehfKdpth; jiyNeha; kUj;Jtk; (199) 
 
  cs;ehf;F tsu;r;r;paile;J ,Uky;> <is> tpf;fy;> tpOq;f ,ayhik> 
,Ukp ff;fy; Mfpaitf fhzg;gLk;.  NkYk; mz;zhf;Fj;j}W 
mow;rpapd; FwpFzq;fis epzf;Fuw;fk;ky; vd rpj;j kUj;Jtj;jpy; 
Fwpg;gplg;gl;ls;sJ. 
 
‘Fuy;tis epzq;Nfhio nfhz;L elty;Nghk; 
tpuT tOg;igf; Fd; ePh; Ntl;if  - jUNky; 
tzg; Ngr;rwptpd;ik tha; nghWj;Jg; Ngry; 
epzf;Fuw; fk;k ndwp” 
 
 ,e;Nehapy; clypy; nfhOg;G kpFe;J mJnjhz;ilia mile;J 
ntspahFk; Ngr;nrhyp mf;nfhOg;ghy; jLf;fg;gl;L Fuy;fk;ky; cz;lhFk;. 
clypd; nfhOg;G Fiwa Fuw;fk;kYk; FiwAk; .  
  <jd;wp rpWtajpdUf;Fk; Fsph;e;j fhw;W > Fsph;e;j ePh;> Fsph;e;j 
czT ,itfshy; njhz;il rpte;J Iak; $b njhz;ilapy; rij 
tsUk;. ,r;rij ehSf;F ehs; tsh;e;J fl;bfisg;Nghy; gUj;J 
Fuy;tisapy; ,Ugf;fKk; tsh;e;J Fuy;tisia ,wf;fp Fuy;fk;ky; 
Nehia cz;lhf;Fk;. ,j;Jld; Ruk;> njhz;ilNeha; > tha; ehw;wk; > 
%f;fpy; ePh;tbjy;> ,Uky; > fhjpy; rPo;tbjy; %r;Rjilgly; Mfpa 
FwpFzq;fs; fhzg;gLk; 
       - rpj;j kUj;Jtk; (189) 
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Kf;Fw;w NtWghLfs;: 
 ‘kpFDq; FiwapDk; Neha; nra;Ak; E}Nyhh; 
 tsp Kjyh ntz;zpa %d;W” 
- jpUts;Sth; 
 
vd;gjhy; Kj;jhJf;fSk; jk; jk; ,aw;ifj; jd;ikapdpd;Wk; 
NtWgLk;NghJ Neha; Vw;gLk;. 
 Ma;Tf;fl;Liuapy; vLj;Jf;fhl;lhf $wg;gl;l fgNjfpapy; 
fgfhyj;jpy; 11 tUlk; 1 khjk; 10 ehspy; Vw;gLk; tsh;r;rpapy; (cly;$W > 
cly;jj;Jtk; > kdj;jj;Jtk; tsh;r;rpapy;) gpj;jk; - 1 gq;F fgk; . ½ gq;F 
thjk;  - ¼ gq;F vd;gjpy; gpj;jk; vd;w jhJtpd; gq;F 100 tpOf;fhLk; > 
fgj;jpd; tpOf;fhL 50> thjj;jpd; tpof;fhL 25 Mf ,Uf;Fk;. 
 VO clw;fl;Lfspy; gpj;jj;jpd;  $W  FUjp. ,f;fhyj;jpy; FUjpapd; 
nray;ghL 100 tpOf;fhL ,Ue;jhy; jhd;  eykhf ,Uf;f KbAk;. 
mJNghy; fgj;jpd; ,urk; > khkprk;> nfhOg;G > %is Rf;fpyk; 
Mfpaitfspd; nray;ghL 50 tpOf;fhlhf ,Ue;jhy; jhd; eyk>; 
thjj;jpd; $whfpa vd;G 25 rjtpfpjk; nray;ghL ,Ue;jhy;jhd; eykhf 
,Uf;Fk;. 
 ,q;F nray;ghLfisg;gw;wp jhd; $wg;gLfpwJ > tsh;r;rpiag; gw;wp 
my;y. ,f;fhyj;jpy; tpOf;fhLfs; ghjpf;fg;gl;lhy; Neha; Vw;gLk;. Fwpg;ghf 
fg $Wfspy; Neha; Vw;gLk;. 
 clypy; jiyghfk; fggFjpahf mikAk;.  ,q;F fgk; Ntw;Wepiy 
tsh;r;rp mile;jpUf;Fk;. (jd;dpiy tsh;;r;rpapd; njhlh;r;rpjhd; 
Ntw;Wepiy tsh;r;rp). ,q;F gpj;jk; jd;dpiy tsh;r;rp mile;J fgk; 
Ntw;Wepiy tsh;r;rp mile;jhf nghUs;.  
  gpj;jk; NjA mk;rk; cilaJ. NjA mk;rk; kpf mjpf mstpy; (mjpy; 
ntWg;G milAk; tifapy;) tsh;r;rpAw;w epiyapy; mjw;F vjpuhd mg;G 
mk;rj;jpy; tpUg;gk; Vw;gLk; . mNj rkak; mg;G rkmstpy; ,y;yhky; 
kpFe;J ,Ue;jhy; fgNehapd; FwpFzq;fis fhl;Lk; . 
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 Iak; jd;dpiy khWjyhy; mz;zhj;J}W mow;rp Vw;gl;L 
njhz;il rptj;jy; > njhz;lapy; Gz;gl;lJ Nghy; typj;jy; > 
jiyfdj;jy; > ,Uky; > %f;fpy; ePh;tbjy; . Ruk; Mfpa FwpFzq;fis 
fhl;Lk; 
gpzp mwpAk; Kiw :  
  gpzp + mwp + Kiwik vd;Dk; %d;W nrhw;fs; $ba ,U 
njhluha; gpzpawp Kiwik vd;gJ gpzp cliyg; gpzpj;jyha Nehia 
mw;pjy; MFk;. 
 
‘Neha;ehb Neha; KjdhbaJ jzpf;Fk; 
tha;ehb tha;g;gr;nray; “ 
     - jpUts;Sth; 
 
 vd;gjw;fpzq;f czthjp nray;fshy; cz;lhd Nehapid mwpAk; 
nghUl;L Neha; mwpjw;fhd ehly;topapidf; $WtJk; . m∴J czT 
nray;fspd; kpFjp . Fiwthy; tsp > moy; > Iak; ,k;%d;wpy; xd;NwDk; > 
,uz;NlDk; > %d;NwDk; kpFe;J my;yJ Fiwe;J gpzpf;fg;gLkhifahy; 
gpzpf;fg;gl;l Fw;wk; ahJ? mjw;F Kjd;ikahftpUe;jJ vJ? mjidj; 
jzpg;gjw;F top vJ ? vd ehLjNy kUj;Jtj;jpd; jdpr;nrayhFk;. 
   
‘cw;whdsTk; gpzpasTq; fhyKq; 
fw;whd; fUjpr; nray;” 
- jpUts;Sth; 
vd;gjhy; Nehapdd; mile;j Fw;w NtWghLfspd; kpFjy;> Fiwjy; 
msitAk; > mjdhy; NehAw;whd; ngw;w Nehapd; msitAk; (jPUk; 
jPuhnjd)  mwpe;jgpd; > Nehapd; fhy msit mwpe;J > rpe;jpj;J>  jFe;j 
kUj;Jtk; GhptJ mtrpak; vd nja;tg;Gyik jpUts;Sth; $wpAs;shh;. 
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 msit nfhz;L gpzpawpAk; Kiw kUj;Jt rhj;jpuq;fSk; nghpJk; 
gad;gLk; mit 
 
1. fhz;ly; 
2. fUjy; 
3. ciu 
4. mghtk; 
5. mUe;jhgj;jp 
6. cgkhdk; 
7. ghhpNr\k; 
8. rk;gtk; 
9. Ijpfk; 
10. ,ay;G 
 
 ,t;thW $wg;gl;l 10 tif msitfSk; fhz;ly;> fUjy; ciu  
vd;w %d;wpDs; mlq;Fk;. 
fhz;ly; : 
 Nehahspfspd; njhz;il cs; ehf;if ghh;j;jy; (cs;ehf;fpd; rij 
tsh;r;rp epwk; > Gz;) 
fUjy;: 
 Nehahsp $Wk; FwpFzq;fshd czT ePh; tpOq;f rpukk; > 
njhz;iltyp Ruk; > jiytyp > fhJtyp> Nghd;wit 
ciu: 
 Nehia rhpahdKiwapy; fzpj;J ciuj;jy; 
 
Nehapid rhpahd Kiwapy; fzpf;f rpj;j kUj;Jtj;jpy; gad;gLk; 
topfshdit 
1. jpiz 
2. fhyq;fs; 
3. Njf,yf;fzk; - 
Njftd;ik 
4. cly;td;ik 
5. caph;jhJf;fs; 
6. Rit 
7. 7 clw;fl;Lfs; 
8. vz;tifj; Njh;Tfs; 
9. ePh;f;Fwp > nea;f;Fwp 
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1. jpizfs; :   
  ‘jpiz” vd;gJ epyk; > G+kp > jiu>  ,lk; > kz; vd gy  ngah;fshy; 
toq;fg;gLk; 
jpiz Itifg;gLk; 
1. FwpQ;rp :  rpNyj;Jk NehAk; 
2. Ky;iy :  gpj;j NehAk; 
3. nea;jy; :  thjNehAk; cz;lhFk; 
4. kUjk; :  vf;fhyj;jpYk; ve;jtpj Neha;fSk; cz;lhfhJ 
5. ghiy :  thjk; > gpj;jk; >  fgk; ,tw;why; tpisfpd;w gpzpfl;F 
,Ug;gplk; Nehapdhyhfpa Jd;gj;ij tpistpg;gjpy; ,e;epyj;jpw;F 
xg;ghd epyk; NtW ,y;iy  
      (Neha;ehly; Neha;Kjy; ehly;  : 250) 
2. fhyq;fs; : 
 gd;dpuz;L jpq;fs; nfhz;l Xh; Mz;il MW gphpTsfhfg; gphpf;f> 
xt;nthU gphpTk;> ,uz;buz;L jpq;fisf; nfhs;Sk;   ( jpq;fs; - khjk; )  
 ,uz;L jpq;fisf; nfhz;l xt;nthU gphpTk; fhyk; my;yJ gUtk; 
vdg;gLk;. mit 
 
1. fhh;fhyk;   - Mtzp>  Gul;lhrp 
2. $jph;fhyk;   -  Ig;grp> fhh;j;jpif 
3. Kd;gdpf;fhyk;   -  khh;fop > ij 
4. gpd;gdp;fhyk;   - khrp> gq;Fdp 
5. ,sNtdpw;fhyk;  -  rpj;jpiu > itfhrp 
6. KJNtdpw; fhyk;  -  Mdp> Mb 
 
     (rpj;j kUj;Jthq;f RUf;fk; - 269)  
  Nkw;$wpa fhyq;fspy; tsp>moy; > Iak; %d;Wk; jk;Ks; VNjDk; 
xd;W my;yJ gy > jd;dpiy> jd;dpiytpUj;jp > Ntw;Wepiy vd;Dk; 
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,tw;iw miltjhy; ,it kpFe;NjDk;>  Fiwe;NjDk; ehb eil 
Vw;gLk;NghJ VO clw;whJf;fspy; vz;zw;w Ntw;WikAz;lhFk; 
jd;dpiy: 
 jd;dpiyahtJ Kf;Fw;wq;fSk; jj;jk; ,lq;fspy; ,aw;ifahf 
epiyg;gLtNjahFk;. 
jd;dpiy tsh;r;rp: 
 Kf;Fw;wq;fSk; jj;jk; ,lq;fspy; tsh;r;rpailtNj jd;dpiy 
tsh;r;rpahk.; 
Ntw;Wepiy tsh;r;rp: 
 tsh;r;rpaile;j Kf;Fw;wq;fs; jk;jk; ,lk;tpl;L kPwp Ntw;wplq;fspw; 
guTkhapd; mJ Ntw;Wepiy tpUj;jp vdg;gLk;. 
jd;dpiy tsh;r;rpapd; ,yf;fzk;: 
 jd;dpiy tsh;r;rpf;Ff; fhuzkhd FzKs;s nghUs;fspy; 
ntWg;Gk; vjphpilf; FzKs;s nghUs;fspy; tpUg;Gk; cz;lhtNj 
Kf;Fw;wq;fs; jd;dpiy tpUj;jp (tsh;r;rp) apd; ,yf;fzk; MFk;. 
Ntw;Wepiy tsh;r;rpapd; ,yf;fzk;: 
 Nflile;j Fw;wk; my;yJ njhe;jq;fspd; FwpFzq;fs; ahTk; 
fhzg;gLtjhYk; > VO clw;jhJf;fshfpa clw;fl;L gpzpgl;bUj;jhYk; 
mwpayhk;.  
 tsp > moy; > Iak; %d;Wk; jd;dpiy > jd;dpiy tsh;r;rp > 
Ntw;Wepiy tsh;r;rpailAk; fhyq;fshtd 
1. tsp: 
 1. jd;dpiy tsh;r;rp - KJNtdpw;fhyk; 
 2. Ntw;Wepiy tsh;r;rp - fhh;fhyk; 
 3. jd;dpiyailjy; - $jph;fhyk; 
2. moy; : 
 1. jd;dpiy tsh;r;rp - fhh;fhyk; 
 2. Ntw;Wepiy tsh;r;rp - $jph;fhyk; 
 3. jd;dpiyailjy; - Kd;gdpfhyk; 
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3. Iak;: 
 1. jd;dpiy tsh;r;rp - gpd; gdpf;;fhyk; 
 2. Ntw;Wepiy tsh;r;rp - ,sNtdpw;fhyk; 
 3. jd;dpiyailjy; - KJNtdpw;fhyk; 
    ( Neha;ehly; Neha; Kjdhly; - 228) 
3. ahf;ifapd; ,aw;if ,yf;fzk;: 
 clypy; czT > nray;fshy; Kf;Fw;wq;fSs; vJ kpFjpg;gl;L 
ntz;zPh; (Rf;fpyy) rNuhzpjj;Jld;  fyf;fpd;wNjh mf;Fw;wNk 
Kjw;fhuzkhapUe;J ahf;ifia mikf;Fk;. mikf;fg;gl;l cly; Fw;w 
kpFjpapd; ngauhy; toq;fg;gLk;. vt;thnwdpy; tsp kpFjpahYz;lhd 
ahf;ifia tsp clnyd;Wk;> moy; kpFjpahYz;lhd ahf;ifia moy; 
clnyd;Wk;> Ia kpFjpahYz;lhd ahf;ifia Ia clnyd;Wk; 
$Wfpd;Nwhk;. 
      (rpj;j kUj;Jthq;fr; RUf;fk; - 169) 
4. cly; td;ik:  
 cly; td;ik Kj;jpwg;gLk;. mit 
 1. ,aw;if td;ik 
 2. fhy td;ik 
 3. nraw;if td;ik vd;gd. 
1. ,aw;if td;ik: 
 ,J rj;Jtk; Kjypa gz;Gfspdpd;W ,ay;ghfNt cz;lhtjhk;. 
2. fhy td;ik: 
,J Mz;lhYk; (tajhYk;)> ,sNtdpy; Kjypa ngUk; nghOjhYk; 
cz;lhdjhk;. 
3. nraw;if td;ik: 
  ,J Fzr;Nrh;f;ifapd; ,aw;ifahy; cz;lhd cliy > me;je;jf; 
Fzj;jd;ikf;F chpa czT > nray;fshYk; > clw;fl;Lfspd; td;ik 
nflhtd;dk; epiyepWj;jf; $ba kUe;JfshYk; fhj;Jf; nfhs;tjhy; 
cz;lhtjhk;.    ( rpj;j kUj;Jthq;fr; RUf;fk; - 190) 
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5. caph;jhJf;fs;: 
 caph;j;jhJf;fyhfpa tsp > moy; > Iak; Mfpa Kf;Fw;wq;fNs 
vy;yhg; gpzpfSf;Fk; fhuzkhFk;. vq;fdk; gytif tbt Ntw;Wikaha; 
mike;j %yg; gpufpUjp > jphpghAs;s cyfk; Kf;Fzq;fis tpl;Lj; 
 jdpj;J epw;f ,ayhNjh > vq;fdk; rpt guk; nghUspd; Kj;njhopy; 
Mf;fy; > fhj;jy; > mopj;jyhfpa Kr;rf;jpfSk; rptid tpl;Lg; gphpe;jpUf;f 
,ayhNth > mq;fdNk gpzpfs; ahTk;> VO clw;whJf;fspdJ 
Ntw;WikiaNa fhuzkha;f; nfhz;L fpisf;Fnkd;whYk> clYf;Fs; 
capuha; epd;wpaq;Fk; rf;jpahfpa caph;j;jhJtpd; Kg;gphpTk;  
Kf;Fzq;fSkhfpa tsp > moy; > Iak; vd;Dk;  %d;W Fw;wq;fspDila 
,aw;if > nraw;iff; fhuzq;fspdpd;Wk; > tpyfpapUf;f KbahJ . 
  czT my;yJ nray;fshyhd kpFjp my;yJ Fiwtpd; fhuzkhfg; 
gpzpfs; Vw;gLtjhf itj;Jf; nfhz;lhYk; mitfs; Kf;Fw;wq;fisf; 
Nfilar;nra;J mjd; gadha; clw;jhJf;fisAk; tUj;Jk;. 
       (Neha; ehly; ghfk; 1 (230) 
 
Kf;Fw;wq;fspd; ,Ug;gplk; : 
 1. thjk; - nfhg;G+Of;Ff; fPOk; 
 2. gpj;jk; - ehgpf;Fk; ,jaj;Jf;Fk; ,ilNa cs;s ghfj;jpYk; 
 3. fgk; - ,jaf;fkyj;jpd; NkNyAs;s ghfq;fspy; nghJthf thOk;. 
 
Kf;Fw;wq;fspd; nghJFzk;: 
1. thjj;jpd; Fzq;fs;: 
   
tsp xd;whapUg;gpDk; jdp ,lk;> njhopy; Kjypatw;why; 10 
tifg;gLk;. 
1. tpahdd; ( guTfhy;) 
 ,J ntspapd; ( Mfhaj;jpd; ) $W. ntsp vq;Fk; epiwe;jpUg;gJ 
Nghy ,J cly; Kw;Wk; gutpapUf;Fk;. elj;jy; > cly; cWg;Gfis 
mirj;jy; > fz; ,ikj;jy; tpopj;jy; Mfpa njhopiy nra;Ak;. 
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2. gpuhzd; ( caph;f;fhy;): 
 ,J tspapd; $wifahy; tspiag; Nghyj;; jkufj;jpdpd;W %f;F 
tiu miye;J epw;Fk;. kdk; > Gj;jp > cs;sk;  > Ik;nghwp ,itfisj; jd; 
tag;gLj;jp %r;R tply; > %r;R thq;fy; > cz;Zk; czit cl;nrYj;Jk;. 
3. mghdd; ( fPo;Nehf;fq;fhy;) 
 ,J NjAtpd; $W. ntz;zPh; (tpe;J) > ehjk; > kyk;> rpWePh; > fU 
,tw;iw ntspg;gLj;Jk;. 
4. rkhdd; ( eLf;fhy;): 
 mg;Gtpd; $W. cz;l czTg;nghUs; > ePh; nghUs;  ,tw;iwr; 
nrhpg;gLj;jw;fhpa jPia tpUj;jp nra;J > rhuj;ijAk; >  ntt;Ntwhfg; 
gphpj;J > rhuj;ij clypy; vy;yhg; ghfq;fSf;Fk; gfph;e;J nfhLj;J 
tsh;f;Fk;. 
5. cjhdd; (Nky; Nehf;Fq;fhy;): 
 ,J kz;zpd; $W. Ngr;Rf;F Kjw;fhuzkhfapUg;gJ kd;wp > 
Kaw;rp > kNdhjplk; > cly; epwk; > cly; xsp > epidg;G Mfpa ,tw;iw 
cz;lhf;Fk;. 
6. ehfd;:  
 ,J vy;yhf; fiyfisAk; fw;Fk; gb mwpit vOg;Gk;. ey;y 
gz;Gfisg; ghLtpf;Fk;. fz;fis jpwf;fTk;  >  ,ikf;fTk; nra;Ak;. 
kaph;fisr; rpyph;f;fg; gz;Zk;. 
7. $h;kd; : 
 fz;zpypUe;J ,ikfis nfhl;Ltpf;Fk; > nfhl;lhtp tplg; 
gzg;Zk; > fz;fspdpd;W ePiu tpog; gz;Zk; > fz;fis jpwf;fTk; > 
%lTk; gz;Zk;. 
8. fpUfud;: 
 ehrpapw;frpitAk; > grpiaAk; cz;lhf;Fk;. Jk;ky; > ,UkiyAk; 
cz;lhf;Fk; 
9. Njtjj;jd;: 
 fz;izg; gytplq;fspy; xl;b cyhTtpf;Fk; > Nrhk;gy; cz;lhf;Fk;. 
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10. jdQ;nrad;: 
 clk;G KOikAk; tPq;fg; gz;Zk; > ,we;Jtpbd; fhw;nwy;yhk; 
ntspg;gl;l gpd;dh; %d;whtJ ehspy; jiy  ntbj;j gpd; jhd; NghFk;. 
þ¾¢ø À¡¾¢ì¸ôÀðÎûÇ Å¡Ôì¸Ç¢ý ¾ý¨Á¨Â ¦¸¡ñÎ §¿¡Â¢¨É 
«È¢ÂÄ¡õ. 
2. moy;: 
 moy; Ie;J tifg;gLk;. mit: 
1. mdw;gpj;jk; (ghrfk;) 
 jPapd; Fzj;ij kpFjpahfg; ngw;W>  ePh; tbtKs;s nghUs;fis 
twsr; nra;J> cz;l czit nrhpf;Fk;gbr; nra;Ak;. 
2. ,uQ;rfgpj;jk; (,uQ;rfk;) 
  nre;ePiu kpFjpg;gLj;Jk;. cztpypUe;J gphpe;Jz;lhd rhw;Wf;Fr; 
nre;epwj;ij jUfpwJ. 
3. rhjf gpj;jk; (rhjfk;) 
 epiwNtw;Wk; gz;GilaJ. kdk;> Gj;jp> gw;W ,tw;iwf; nfhz;L 
tpUg;gkhd njhopiyr; nra;J Kbf;Fk;. 
4. MNyhr gpj;jk; (MNyhrfk;) 
 fz;fSf;F nghUs;fisAk;> tbtj;ijAk; njhptpf;Fk; 
gz;GilaJ. 
5. gpuhrfgpj;jk;: (gpuhrfk;) 
 NjhYf;F xspiaj; jUk;. 
þ¾¢ø À¡¾¢ì¸ôÀðÎûÇ À¢ò¾í¸¨Çì ¦¸¡ñÎ §¿¡Â¢¨É ¸½¢ì¸Ä¡õ. 
 
3.fgk;: 
 fgk; Ie;J tifg;gLk;. mit 
1. mtyk;gfk;: 
 ,J fhw;Wg;igahfpa EiuaPuypUe;J nfhz;L kw;w ehd;F 
Iaq;fl;F gw;Wf;NfhlhapUg;gjhy; “mtyk;gfk;” vdg; ngauhk;. 
 
2. fpNyjfk;: 
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 ,J ,iug;igapypUe;Jf;nfhz;L cz;zg;gl;l czTg; nghUis 
ePh; Kjypaitfis <ug;gLj;jp nkj;njdr; nra;Ak; njhopiyg; GhpAk;. 
3. Nghjfk;: 
 ,J Ritg; nghwpahfpa ehtpdpd;W cz;Zfpw Ritfis 
mwptpf;Fk; njhopiyg; GhpAk;. 
4. jw;gfk;: 
 ,J jiyapdpd;W fz;fSf;F Fsph;r;rpiaj; jUk;. 
5. re;jpfk;: 
 ,J G+l;Lfspy; (fPy;fspy;) epd;W ,aw;ifaha; vy;yhf; fPy;fisAk; 
xd;Nwhnlhd;W nghUj;jpj; jsur; nra;J nfhz;bUf;Fk;. 
       (Neha; ehly; ghfk; 1 (221) 
   þ¾¢ø §¸¼¨¼ó¾  ¸ÀìÌüÈí¸¨Çì ¦¸¡ñÎ §¿¡Â¢¨É ¸½¢ì¸Äõ. 
 
6. Rit: 
  ,uz;bud;L G+jq;fspd; $l;Lwtpdhy; Rit gpwf;fpd;wJ. 
1. ,dpg;G  – kz;   +   ePh; 
2. Gspg;G  – kz;   +  jP 
3. cg;G  – ePh;    +  jP 
4. ifg;G  – fhw;W   +  tpz; 
5. fhh;g;G  – fhw;W  +   jP 
6. Jth;g;G  – kz;   +   fhw;W 
 
,r;Ritfspd; kpFjpiaf; nfhz;L Njfj;jpy; vg;G+jq;fspdsthf 
vf;Fw;wq;fs; gpzpf;fg;gl;bUf;fpd;wd vd;gij mwpayhk;. 
Kj;Njhlq;fis kpFjpg;gLj;Jk; Ritfs;: 
1. thj kpFjp  → fhh;g;G>  ifg;G> Jth;g;G 
2. gpj;j kpFjp  → Gspg;G>  fhh;g;G> cg;G  
3. fg kpFjp  → ,dpg;G> Gspg;G>  cg;G 
Kj;Njhlq;fis rkdg;gLj;Jk; Ritfs;: 
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1. thjj;ij rkdk; nra;jy;  → ,dpg;G> Gspg;G> cg;G 
2. gpj;jj;ij rkdk; nra;jy;  → Jth;g;G>  ,dpg;G>  ifg;G 
3. fgj;ij rkdk; nra;jy;  → fhh;g;G>  Jth;g;G ifg;G 
       (Neha; ehly; ghfk; 1 (22)  
Njfk; gQ;rG+jkakhdJ. 
1. gpUjptpapd; $W: 
  vYk;G, Njhy;, jir, kaph;, ehb (euk;G) Kjypad. 
2. mg;Gtpd; $W: 
  FUjp, nfhOg;G, ntz;zPh;, rpWePh;, %is Kjypad.  
3. NjAtpd; $W: 
  ,Wkhg;G> Nrhk;gy;>ikJdk;> mr;rk;> J}f;fk; Kjypad.  
4. thAtpd; $W: 
  Xly;, ,Uj;jy;, elj;jy;, epw;wy; Kjypad.  
5. Mfhaj;jpd; $W: 
  Mir> cl;gif> Nkhfk;> kjk;> tQ;rid Kjypad.  
 ,itahTk; Gwf;fUtpfs; ,Ugj;ije;njd tFf;fg;gl;Ls;sd. 
þôÒÈì¸ÕÅ¢¸Ç¢ø ²üÀÎõ Á¡üÈí¸§Ç §¿¡Â¢ý ÌÈ¢Ì½í¸Ç¡¸ 
«¨Á¸¢ýÈÉ. 
7. VO clw;fl;Lf;fs; 
  VO clw;fl;LfSk; jj;jk; ,aw;ifg; gz;NghL ,Ue;jhyd;wp 
mitfs; nra;Ak; njhopy; ed;F eilngwhJ. 
 
Vo clw;fl;Lfspd; ,aw;ifg; gz;G: 
1. rhuk;   : cliyAk; kdj;ijAk; Cf;fKwr; nra;tJ. 
2. nre;ePh;   : mwpT, td;ik, xsp, nrUf;F, xyp ,itfis epiyf;fr;   
    nra;tJ. 
3. Cd;  : clypd; cUtj;ij mjd;  njhopw;fpdq;f mikj;jYk;,  
    vd;ig tsh;j;jYk; nra;tJ. 
4. nfhOg;G :  xt;nthU cWg;Gk; jj;jk; nraiy ,aw;Wk; nghOJ,  
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    fbdkpd;wp ,aq;f mtw;wpw;F nea;g;Gg; gir Cl;b  
    cjtp GhptJ. 
5. vYk;G   :  cliy xOq;Fgl epWj;jp itj;jy;, nkd;ikahd  
    cWg;Gfisg; ghJfhj;jy;, cly; mirtpw;F  
            mbg;gilahapUj;jy; Mfpa nray;fisr; nra;tJ. 
6. %is   : vd;Gf;Fs; epiwe;J mitfSf;F td;ikAk;  
            nkd;ikAk; jUtJ. 
7. ntz;zPh;; : jd;id nahj;J cUtg; ngUf;fpw;F ,lkhfpa     
   fUj;Njhw;wj;jpw;F Kjyha; epw;gJ. 
  ,t;NtO clw;fl;LfSk; jj;jk; mstpdpd;W kpFe;jhYk;, 
Fiwe;jhYk;, mjd;jd; ,aw;ifj; njhopy; Ntw;Wikg;gLk;. 
mt;Ntw;Wikapdhy; cly; gpzpgLk;. 
(rpj;j kUj;Jthq;fr; RUf;fk; - 186) 
8. vz;tifj; Njh;Tfs;: 
  “ehb ghprk; eh epwk; nkhop tpop 
  kyk; %j;jpukpit kUj;JtuhAjk;” 
Kiwg;gb gpzpia mwpAk; top> kUj;Jt E}y; ty;Nyhh;fshy; 
vz;tifaha; tFf;fg;gl;Ls;sJ. mit. 
1. eh: 
 epwk; > cyh;j;jy;>  khg;gbe;jpUj;jy;> khrw;wpUj;jy;> tha;ePh; jd;dsT 
kpFjp> FiwT>  twz;bUj;jy;> Ks;NghypUj;jy;>  gUj;J my;yJ jbj;jpUj;jy; 
cs; eh tsh;e;jpUj;jy; >  ,U gf;fq;fspYk;>  cUz;ilahf tsh;e;jpUj;jy;> 
mz;zhf;F kQ;rspj;jpUj;jy;> ehtpy; Gz;zhapUj;jy;  Mfpa FwpFzq;fis 
ftdpg;gjhFk;. 
2. epwk;: 
 cly; ghpNrhjidapy; thj> gpj;j>  fg epwq;fs;>  fyg;G epwk;>   Kfk; 
rptj;jy;> ntspuy;>  tpopAk;>  gy;Yk; fWj;jy; Kjypy; Fwpfis mwpjyhFk;. 
 
 
3. nkhop : 
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 cuj;j xyp>  rk xyp>  Fuy; fk;kpa Ngr;R> jho;e;j xyp> gpjw;wy;> Fowy;> 
fgj;NjhL $ba Ngr;R Kjypa FwpFzq;fis mwpjyhFk;. 
4. tpop: 
 fz; rptj;jy;>  ntspuy; > ePy epw Nkwy;>  Gz;zhjy;> ePh; tbjy; >  tPq;fy;> 
gPis rhuy;> fz;ghh;itapd; epiyik Kjypatw;iw Muha;jyhFk; 
5. kyk;: 
 ,sfpaJ  > Fsk;ghfpaJ > ePh;g; Ngjp > fQ;rpj;jz;zPh; Nghd;w Ngjp >  
Nfhio> rPjk; >  rPo;>  ,uj;jk; ,it fye;J kyk; Ngjhjy; >  GOf;if NghypUj;jy;> 
kyf;fl;L>  fLg;Gld; kyk; Nghjy;>  mbgapW typj;J kyk; Nghjy; Mfpatw;iw 
ftdpg;gjhFk;. 
6. ePh;: 
 ePhpd; epwk;>  kzk;> vil> Eiu>  vQ;ry; ,tw;iw Muha;jyhFk;  
epwk;  : kQ;rs; > rptg;G> ntk;ik>  fWg;G> Gif epwk; Kjypad 
kzk;  : Njd; kzk; > epzkzk;> Gyhy; kzk;. 
vil  : ePh; fdj;NjDk; >  ,Nyrj;JtkhfTkpwq;fy;>  kpfj;jbj;J ePhpwq;fy; >   
    tpe;Jitg; Nghypwq;fy; Mfpa FwpFzq;fis Muha;jyhFk; . 
Eiu : Eiuj;jpUj;jy; >  Eiu Fiwe;J ,opjy;> Eiu gy epwq;fNshL  
   ,opjy; Mfpaitahk;. 
vQ;ry;: ePh; mstpy; Fiwjy; my;yJ kpFjy;> ePuWfy; Kjypad. 
7. ];ghprk; : 
 R+lhapUj;jy;>  Fsph;e;jpUj;jy;>  rpyaplk; Fsph;e;Jk; > rpyaplk; R+lhfTk; 
,Uj;jy; > gpRgpRj;jy;>  Njhy;ntbg;G Kjypa FwpFzq;fis Muha;tjhFk;. 
8. ehb: 
 gpzpfisf; fzpg;gjw;F vz;tifj; Njh;Tfspy; ehbAk; mtrpakhdNj. 
ehbfzpg;gpy; gpzpahshpd; my;yJ Rw;wj;jhhpd; cjtpapd;wp gpzpahshpd; 
ehbiaf; nfhz;Nl gpzpia xUthW mwpayhk; . vdpDk; ehb eil ghyUf;F 
rhpahf Njhd;whj epiy cs;sjhf $wg;gl;Ls;sJ. 
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ePh;f;Fwp nea;f;Fwp: 
  ‘nka;f;Fwp epwe;njhdp tpopehtpUkyk; iff;Fwp” vd;w 
Njiuah; thf;fpdhy; vz;tifj; Njh;Tf;F Nky; “nea;f;Fwp” vd;gJk; 
xd;W cz;L vd mwpayhk;. 
ePh;f;Fwp: 
 ‘mUe;JkhwpujKk; mtpNuhjkjha; 
 m/fy; myh;jy; mfhyT+d; jtph;e;jow; 
 Fw;wstUe;jp cwq;fp itfiw 
 Mbf; fyrj; jhtpNa fhJ nga; 
 njhU K$h;j;jf; fiyf;Fl;gL ePhpd;  
 epwf;Fwp nea;f;Fwp epUkpj;jy; flNd”. 
  vd;gjpdhy; cz;Zfpd;w mWRitg; nghUs;fSk; xd;Wf;nfhd;W 
Ntw;WikailahkYk;, grpf;Fj; jf;fgb Fiwj;jy;, mjpfhpj;jy;, 
fhye;jg;Gjy; Kjypa Fw;wq;fSz;lhfh tz;zk; Grpj;J cwq;fp, tpbaw; 
fhyj;jpy; gbf ghj;jpuj;jpy; ePiu MtpNghfhjgb ngha;j 3 ¾ ehopiff;Fs; 
mjd; epwf;FwpiaAk;, mjpy; vz;nza;tpl;Lg; ghh;j;J, fhzg;gLfpd;w 
FwpiaAk; ftdpj;J, gpzpfspd; jPUk;, jPuhj Fwpfis nka;gpj;jy; 
Kiwahk;. 
ePhpd; nghJf;Fzk;: 
 ‘te;j ePh;f;fhp vil kzk; Eiu vQ;rnyd; 
 iwe;jpaYstit aiwFJ KiaNa” 
vd;gjhy; ,opfpd;w ePUf;F 
1. epwk; 
2. vil 
3. ehw;wk; 
4. Eiu 
5. Fiwjy; 
vd Ie;J ,ay;Gfs; cz;L. 
    (Neha;ehly; ghfk; 1> (265) 
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nea;f;Fwp: 
 ‘epwf;fwpf; Fiuj;j epUkhd ePhpw; 
 rpwf;f ntz;nza;Nahh; rpWJsp eLtpLj; 
 njd;Wwj; jpwe;njhyp Nafh jikj;jjp 
 dpd;wjptiy Nghk; newptpopawpTk; 
 nrd;wJ GfYQ; nra;jpia azNu” 
  ePh; epwf; Fwpahy; Nehiaf; fz;L gpbj;jw; nghUl;Lr; 
nrhy;ypapUf;fpd;w tpjp nghUe;jpa rpWePhpy; xU rpwpa Jsp  vz;nzia 
eLtpy; ifairtpdhy; vz;nza;j;Jsp rpjwhky; tpl;L nta;apyhdJ 
me;ePhpy; gLk;gb jpwe;J fhw;whdJ mjpy; tPrp me;j vz;nza;j;Jsp 
Mlhjgb itj;J> mr;rpW ePhpy; tplg;gl;bUf;fpd;w vz;nza;j;JspahdJ 
nry;Yfpd;w topapy; fz;zwpitAk;, capuwpitTk; nrYj;jp> mj;Jsp 
njhptpf;Fk; Neha; tpsf;fj;ij njhpe;J nfhs;s Ntz;Lk;. 
1. tspePh; nea;f;Fwp: 
  ‘mutd ePz;bd/Nj thjk;” 
   vz;nza;j;Jsp ghk;igg; Nghy; ePd;lhy; mJ tsp 
Nehiaf;fhl;Lk;. 
2. moy;ePh; nea;f;Fwp: 
  ‘Mop Nghw;gutpd; m/Nj gpj;jk;” 
   vz;nza;j;Jsp Nkhjpuk; Nghy; ,iltpl;Lg; gutpdhy; 
me;ePh; gpj;j Nehiaf; fhl;LtjhFk;. 
3. IaePh; nea;f;Fwp: 
  ‘Kj;njhj;J epw;Fd; nkhoptnjd; fgNk” 
   vz;nza;j;Jsp tpl;lJ tpl;lthNw rpwpJk; guthky; 
Kj;Jg;Nghy; epw;Fkhdhy; me;ePh; IaNehiaf; fhl;LtjhFk;. 
      (Neha;ehly; ghfk; - 1 (280) 
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Neha; fzpg;G: 
 Nkw;$wpa gpzpawpAk; Kiwfisf; nfhz;L ‘mz;zhf;Fj;J}W 
mow;rp” Nehia fzpj;j Kiwiag; gw;wp tphpthf fhzyhk;. 
 fgNjfpf;F fgfhyj;jpy; - rpWth;f;F 
 ,sNtdpw;fhyj;jpy;  
Jth;g;G Rit MNuhf;fpaj;ij nfhLf;Fk;. Jth;g;g Rit  
kz; + thA G+j $l;Lwthy; MdJ.  
gpUjptpapd; Gwf;f&tpfshfpa → vYk;G, Njhy;, jir, kaph;, ehb (euk;G) 
thAtpd; Gwf;fUtpfshfpa → Xly;, ,Uj;jy;, elj;jy;, fplj;jy;, epw;wy; 
Mfpait MNuhf;fpak; ngw;wpUf;Fk;.  
  Mifahy; mf;fhyj;jpy; Jth;g;G, ifg;G, fhh;g;G Ritfis 
czthf vLj;Jf;nfhs;s Ntz;Lk; vd;Wk; mit twl;rpAk;, ntk;ikAk; 
cs;sjhf ,Uj;jy; Ntz;Lk; vd;Wk; Nehapy;yh newp $WfpwJ. 
 ,f;fUj;J vy;yh Njjpf;Fk; vy;yh fhyj;jpw;Fk; (thjfhyk;,  
gpj;jfhyk;, fgfhyk;) ngUk;nghOjhfpa ,sNtdpw;fhyj;jpy; 
nghUe;Jk;. 
 Mdhy; fgNjfpf;F fgfhyj;jpy; cs;s Foe;ijfisg; gw;wp 
Fwpg;gpLk;NghJ fhh;g;G RitAk; ntk;ikAk; MNuhf;fpaj;ij jUk; 
vd;w fUj;jpd; mbg;gilapYk; ,sNtdpy; fhykhtJ rpj;jpiu 
itfhrp khjq;fshtjhy; mf;fhyj;jpy; R+hpantg;gk; mjpf mstpy; 
,Uf;Fk; vd;w fUj;jhYk; ntk;ikia ikakhff; nfhz;L 
ntk;ikapd; $whfpa gpj;jk; jd;dpiy tsh;r;rpaile;J>  (Jth;g;G 
Ritapd; gif Ritahfpa) Gspg;G Rit jd;dpiy tsh;r;rpaile;J 
mjw;F vjph; Ritahd Jth;g;G Ritapy; tpUg;gk; Vw;gl;L Jth;g;G 
Rit mstpy; kpFe;J Ntw;wpiy tsh;r;rp milfpwJ. 
 kpFDk; FiwapDk; Neha; nra;Ak; vd;w nra;ifapdhy; kz; 
G+j $whfpa jirgFjp fg gphpthfpa fOj;jpy; jhgpjk; Vw;glr; 
nra;fpwJ. 
$jph; fhyj;jpy;: 
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  Gspg;G Rit td;ikngWk;. Gspg;G Rit kz;  +  jP G+j $l;Lwthy; 
MdJ. 
gpUjptpapd; Gwf;fUtpahfpa → vYk;G, Njhy;, jir, kaph;, ehb (euk;G) 
NjAtpd; Gwf;fUtpahfpa → ,Wkhg;G, Nrhk;gy;, ikJdk;, mr;rk;, J}f;fk; 
Mfpait MNuhf;fpaj;ij ngw;wpUf;Fk;. 
  ,f;fhyj;jpy; ,dpg;G, ifg;G, Jth;;g;G kw;Wk; twl;rp, Fsph;r;rp 
czTfis vLj;Jf;nfhs;s Ntz;Lk; vd;gJ nghJ tpjp. 
  Mdhy; fgNjfpf;F fgfhyj;jpy; cs;s Foe;ijfSf;F $jph; 
fhyj;jpy; ,dpg;G RitapdhYk; Fsph;r;rp jd;ikapdhYk; Gwf;fUtpfspy; 
ghjp;g;G Vw;gLk;. 
 mjhtJ ,dpg;G RitAk; Fsph;r;rpAk; fgf; $Wfs;. fgk; jd;dpiy 
tsh;r;rpaile;J mjw;F gifahd gpj;jk; Ntw;Wepiy tsh;r;rpaile;J 
gpj;jj;jpd; Gwf;fUtpahfpa jir (fOj;J gFjpapYs;s fgg; gFjpahf) 
jhgpjk; Vw;gLfpwJ. ,ijNa mz;zhf;Fj;J}W mow;rp vd;fpNwhk;. 
 
Kd;gdp fhyj;jpy;  
  td;ikAWk; Rit ,dpg;G. ,dpg;G Rit kz; +  ePh; G+j $l;Lwthy; 
MdJ. 
gpUjptpapd; Gwf;fUtpahfpa → vYk;G> Njhy;>jir> kaph;> ehb (euk;G) 
mg;Gtpd; Gwf;fUtpahfpa → FUjp, nfhOg;G, ntz;zPh;, rpWePh;, %is  
Mfpait MNuhf;fpaj;ij ngw;wpUf;Fk;. 
 ,dpg;G, Gspg;G, cg;G, nea;g;G kw;Wk; Fsph;r;rp czit 
Kd;gdpfhyj;jpy; nfhs;s ,dpg;G Ritapd; Gwf;fUtpfs; td;ikailAk;. 
 Mdhy; fgNjfpf;F fgfhyj;jpy; rpWth;f;F 
Kd;gdpfhyj;jpy; ,dpg;G RitAk; Fsph;r;rp jd;ikAk; jd;dpiytsh;r;rp 
mile;J ,dpg;G Ritf;F vjpuhd fhh;g;G Ritapy; tpUg;gk; Vw;gl;L gpj;jk; 
Ntw;wpiy tsh;r;rpaile;J Gwf;fUtpahfpa jir gFjpapy; (fOj;J 
gFjpypYs;s fgg; gFjpahdJ) jhgpjk; Vw;gLfpwJ. 
kUj;Jtk; 
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  ‘cw;wtd; jPh;g;ghd; kUe;Jior; nry;th ndd; 
    wg;gdhw; $w;Nw kUe;J” 
 
 vd;gjhy; NehAw;wtd; (patient), Neha; jPh;g;ghd; (kUj;Jtd;) 
kUe;Jnra;gtd; (pharmacist) kUe;J nrYj;JNthd; (nurse) 
,e;ehy;tUk; xU kdNjhL $b xj;Jiog;gpd; Neha; jPUk; vd 
jpUts;Sth; $wpAs;shh;. 
 Nehapd; Jd;gj;ij ePf;Ftjw;F Nehahspf;F gy gapw;rpfs; 
mspf;f Ntz;b ,Ue;jhYk; Kf;fpakhd 3 gapw;rpfis kUj;Jtuhy; 
mspf;fg;gl Ntz;Lk;. mit 
1. fhg;G 
2. ePf;fk; 
3. epiwT   vdg;gLk;. 
fhg;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;G: 
 fhg;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;G vd;gJ Neha;;;; tUtjw;;;F Kd;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;Dk; Neha; te;j gpd;Dk;;;;; 
Nehapd; jd;ik mjpfhpf;fhky; ,Uf;f nra;ag;gLk; epfo;Tfs;;;;;;;;;;; MFk;. 
ePf;fk;: 
 ePf;fk; vd;gJ NehAila Jd;gj;ij NehahsDila jd;ikf;Fk; 
NehADila jd;ikf;Fk; Vw;g Nkw;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;nfhs;;;;;sg;gLk; vjph;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;ciw xg;Giw 
fyg;Giw MFk;. 
epiwT: 
 epiwT vd;gJ Nehapdhy;;; Neha;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ePq;fpa gpd;Dk; Nehahsp ,oe;j 
gyj;;ij ngUtjw;fhf nra;ag;gLk; czT kw;Wk; nray;fs; 
 ,e;j %d;W KiwfspYk;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; NehahaspfSf;F kl;Lk; my;yhky; 
Nehahspia rhh;e;Js;s midtUf;Fk; nra;af;$baitfs;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ; MFk;. 
mt;thW nra;af;$baitfis kzp > ke;jpuk; > mtp\;jk; vd;gh;. 
,jpy; mtp\;jk; vd;gJ “czNt kUe;J kUe;Nj czT” vd;w 
nkhopapd; fUj;jhFk;. 
kUj;Jtk; vd;gJ Nehia ePf;Fk; nghUl;L 
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1. %yg;nghUs;fshy;;;;;;;;;;;; Md kUe;J 
2. JizkUe;J 
3. mDghdk; 
4. gj;jpak; 
5. czT Kiw kw;Wk; 
6. mwpTiu toq;Fjy;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; MFk;. 
  ek; Kd;Ndhh; Neha; Muk;gfhyj;jpy; jhtug; 
nghUs;fisf;nfhz;L rpfpr;ir nra;J mr;rpfpr;irf;F Neha; 
tag;;;;;glhtpby; gpwF cNyhfj;ij cgNahfpj;J Fzk;;;;;;;;;; fz;ldh;. 
,jid 
  “Nth;ghU jioghU kpQ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;rpdf;fhy;;;;;;;;; ; ; ; ; ; 
   nky;y nky;yg; gw;gr; nre;J}uk; ghNu” 
 vd;gjhy; %yg;nghUs;fisnfhz;L nra;ag;gLk; kUe;Jfspy; 
ngUksT %ypiffNs gq;F nfhs;fpd;wd vd;gij czuyhk;.  
 ,d;W ehk; gad;gLj;Jk; %ypiffs; tptrha tpijf;F vLj;J 
itj;j Kjy; jukhdit Nghf ,uz;lhk; jukhditfNs MFk;. 
vdNt Kjy; jukhd tpj;Jfshy; Vw;gLk;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; %yg;nghUs;;;;;;;;;;;;fNs jukhdJ 
vd;w fUj;ij ikakhff;nfhz;L kiyg;gFjpap;y; cs;s 
%yg;;;;;;;nghUs;fisNa kUe;jhf gad;gLj;j Ntz;Lk; vd;gJ eilKiw 
tof;F. 
 ,e;j tifapy; kQ;rs;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; fhpryhq;fd;dp> kiyr;rhuy;fs; cs;s 
gFjpapy; kpFjpahf cs;sitfis kUe;jpw;F ehd; gad;gLj;jpNdd;. 
 NkYk; fw;G+uts;spapd; 
   Rit  -  fhh;g;G 
   jd;ik - ntk;ik 
   gphpT  - fhh;g;G MFk;. 
 ,jd;;;;; nra;if ntg;gk; cz;lhf;fp vd Kjd;ikahf 
nrhy;yg;gl;L ,Ug;gjhy; Ma;Tf;fl;Liuapy; 
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fgNjfpf;F fgfhyj;jpy;: 
 ,sNtdpy; kw;Wk; Kd;gdpfhyj;jpy; (kpFjpahf) Vw;gLk; 
mz;zhf;Fj; J}W mow;rp vd;w Neha;f;F vjph;Tiwahf 
ifahsg;gl;lJ. vt;thnwdpy; ,f;fw;G+uts;sp khj;jpiuapy; gy 
%yg;nghUs;fs;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; fye;;;;;jhYk; fw;G+uts;spia Kjd;ikahfTk;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;> 
Kf;fpakhditahfTk; nfhz;L nra;ag;gl;l fhuzj;jhYk;> 
ifahd;jfiu rhW miug;Gf;F nghpJk; gad;gLj;jg;gl;l 
fhuzj;jhYk; ,k;khj;jpiu vjph;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;ciuahf ifahsg;gl;lJ. 
 mNj rkak;;;;;;;;; ; ; ; ; ; ,k;khj;jpiu $jph;fhyj;jpy; xg;Giuahf 
nray;gl;lJ vd;gij Ma;tpy;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ; ; ; ; ; ; fz;lwpag;gl;lJ. ,ij Nkw;nfhz;L 
Ma;T nra;Ak;NghJ khj;jpiuapd; msT vjph;ciwapy; toq;fg;gl;lij 
tpl Fiwe;j mstpy; xg;Giuapy; jug;gl;L NkYk; Ma;T 
Nkw;nfhs;syhk;.  
mDghdk;: 
 mz;zhf;Fj;J}W mow;rpf;F fw;G+uts;sp khj;jpiuia Njdpy; 
mDghdpj;J juNtz;Lk;. 
 mtpo;jk; gypf;fNtz;Lkhapd; mDghdg;nghUs; Njit 
vd;gijAk; , mt;tDghdg;nghUs;fSs; NjDk;;;;; xd;W vd;gij  
   “mDghdj; jhNy atpo;jk; gapf;Fk; 
   ,dpjhd Rf;F d;dypQ;rp – gpdpKjfq; 
   Nfhkak; ghy;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;Kiyg;ghy; Nfhnea; Njd; ntw;wpiy ePh; 
   Mkpijah uha;j;J nra;ayhk;.” 
vd;Dk; nra;Ashy; mwpayhk;.  
NkYk;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; Njud; nghUs;gd;G E}yhy; gw;gk;;;;;;;;> nre;J}uk;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;> R+uzk;> 
khj;jpiu> FbePh; Nghd;witfSf;Fj; Njd; xU rpwe;j Jiz 
kUe;jhFk;. ,JmDghdg; nghUshtjd;wp mtpo;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;jg; nghUSkhfp 
Njfj;ij ed;dpiyapy; itj;J> thj Kjypa Kf;Fw;wq;fisAk; 
Nghf;Fk; vd mwpfpNwhk;. 
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 “,wTsh; mKijia ,wTsjhf;Fk;” – fhpry; 
vd;w fhpry; mbNghy; Njid ghdk; nra;J te;jhy;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; fgg; gpzpfs; 
ePq;Fk; vd;gij mwpayhk;. 
 Njdpw;F cs;soyhw;wp nra;if cs;sjhy; ,Uky; > njhz;il 
tpuzk; Kjypatw;iw ePf;Fk;. 
              (Fzghlk; rPt tFg;G – gf;fk; - 503) 
gj;jpak;: 
 kUe;JDila tPhpaj;ij mjpfhpf;fr;;;;;;;;;; nra;af;;;;; $ba czT 
kw;Wk;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; nray;fis tiuaWj;Jf; $WtNj “gj;jpak;;;;;;;” vdg;gLk;. 
gj;jpaj;jpw;F MFk; nghUl;fs;: 
 fj;jphpg;gpQ;R > KUq;ifg;gpQ;R > mtiug;gpQ;R > thiog;gpQ;R > 
mj;jpg;gpQ;R > Rz;il tw;;;wy; > Kisf;fPiu > nghd;dhq;fz;zp > 
Glyq;fha; > gPh;f;fq;fha; > mWfPiu > nea; > Nkhh;> nts;shl;L 
khkprk; > vYkpr;rk; gok; > kw;Wk; RJk;G Kjypa gj;jpa kPd; 
tiffs;;;;;;;;;;;;;;. 
gj;jpaj;jpw;F Mfhj nghUl;fs;: 
 mfj;jpf;;;;;fPiu > KUq;;;;;iff;fPiu > G+rdpf;fha; > ghfw;fha; > 
nfhs;S > vs;S > fLF > ey;nyz;nza; > Njq;fha; > khq;fha; > 
khg;gz;lq;fs; > cUisf;fpoq;F Kjypa fpoq;F tiffs;;;;;;;;; > kPd; > 
Kl;il> fUthL >Gifapiy Kjypaitfs;;;. 
czT: 
 Nehia mZfnthl;lhkw; jLg;gjw;Fk;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; Nehapd;wp tho;tjw;Fk; 
kf;fs; Cz; tp\aj;jpy;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ; ; ; mDrhpf;f Ntz;ba tpjpfshf jpUts;Sth; 
,t;thW $Wfpwhh;. 
 “kUe;njd Ntz;lhthk; ahf;iff; 
    fUj;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;jpajw;wJ Nghw;wpAz;zpd;”. 
 kf;fs; jhk;;;;; cz;l czT ed;whfr; rikf;fg;ngw;w gpd;dh; 
cz;zpd; clYf;F kUe;njd;gJ Ntz;lhk;;;;;;;;;; vd;Wk;. 
 
 “khWghby;yhj cz;b kWe;Jz;zp 
  D}Wghby;iy Aaph;f;F”  
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vd;gjhy; czTg; nghUs;fspd; gz;G mwpe;J clypd; fz;;;;; 
mike;Js;s tsp> moy;> Iak; Mfpa Kf;Fw;wq;fSk;;;;;;; 
khWghby;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;yhjgb (kpFjy;> Fiwjy;) jLf;f Ntz;Ltdtw;iwj; 
jLj;Jk;;;;;;;> Ntz;batw;iwf;;; $l;bAKz;zpy;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; caph;f;F (tsp> moy;> 
Iak; vDk; Kj;Njhlq;fSf;F) Jd;gk; tpisah! mjhtJ 
NehAz;lhfhJ.  
 Kj;jhJf;fSk;> rg;j jhJf;fSk;> kyq;fSk; (kyk; > rpWePh; > 
tpah;it Kjypad) clYf;F Mjhukha; ,Uf;fpd;wd. ,itfSf;Ff;;;; 
Fw;wk;;;;;;;; Vw;gl;lhy;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; jhd;; gy Neha;fs; cz;lhFk;. ,f;Fw;wq;fs; 
mNefkhf czthjpr;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; nray;fshy;;;;;;;;;;; cz;lhfpd;wd vd MAs;;;;;;;;;;; kiw 
$WfpwJ. 
  caph; xd;wpa cliy tsh;;;f;fTk;> fhf;fTk;> gy 
njhopy;fisGhpaTk;> ,q;fdk;;;;;;;;;; GhpAq;fhy; rg;j jhJf;fSf;F 
cz;lhFk; Nrjq;fisg; GJg;gpf;fTk; mWRit czT mtrpakhFk;. 
  cztpy; Rit vd;gJ Cl;le;jUk;;;;;;;; gFjpfspd; ,aw;if 
milahskhFk;. 
mWRitfSs; 
 Jth;g;G  –    Mw;wYk; 
 fhh;g;G –    tPUk; 
 ,dpg;G –    tsKk; 
 cth;g;G –    njspTk; 
 ifg;G  –    nkd;ikAk; 
 Gspg;G  –        ,dpikAk; gaj;J cliy eyKk;  
moFKilajhfr; nra;fpd;wd. 
 
       ( Nehapy;yh newp – (151) 
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MWfhyq;fspYk; nfhs;s Ntz;ba Ritfs;: 
1. fhh;fhyk;;;;;;;;;; ; ;; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;  - ,dpg;G> Gspg;G , cth;g;G , nea;g;Gk;  
  ntk;ikAk; cs;sitfs;. 
2. $jph;fhyk;  - ,dpg;G , ifg;G , Jth;g;G , twl;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;r;rpAk;  
  Fsph;r;rpAk; cs;sitfs;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
3. Kd;gzpf;;fhyk; - ,dpg;G , Gspg;G , cth;g;G , nea;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;g;Gk;  
  Fsph;r;rpAk; cs;sitfs;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
4. gpd;gzpf;fhyk; - ,dpg;G , Gspg;G , Jth;g;G> nea;g;Gk; Fsph;r;rpAk;  
  cs;sitfs;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
5. ,sNtdpy;  - ifg;G , fhh;g;G , Jth;;;g;G , twl;rpAk; ,  
  ntk;ikAk;; cs;sitfs;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
6. KJNtdpy;  - ,dpg;G , nea;g;Gk; , Fsph;r;rpAk; cs;sitfs;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
vf;fhyq;;;fspYk; mWRitiaf;;;; fye;J toq;FtJ ed;ik. 
MapDk;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,mt;tf;fhyj;jpy toq;f Vw;gLj;jpa RitfisNa kpFjpahff; 
nfhs;sy; eyk;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.  
         (rpj;j kUj;Jthq;f RUf;fk;;; - 312) 
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REVIEW OF MODERN LITERATURE 
TONSIL 
ANATOMY OF TONSIL 
DEFINITION: 
 Tonsils are glandular tissue located on both sides of the throat. 
 The tonsils trap bacteria and viruses entering through the throat and 
produce antibodies to help fight infections. 
 A mass of lymphoid tissue in the mucous membranes of the pharynx 
and base of the tongue. 
 Tonsils act as part of the body’s immune system to filter germs, 
bacteria and viruses when they enter the body through the nose and 
mouth. 
 
EMBRYOLOGY: 
 The tonsils are parts of Protective annulus of lymphoid tissue (       
waldeyer’s ring) situated in the oropharynx, 
 
Waldeyer’s ring: 
 Waldeyer’s ring is a circumpharyngeal ring of mucosa associated 
lymphoid tissue which surrounds the openings into the digestive and 
respiratory tracts. It is made up anterio inferiorly by the lingual tonsil, 
laterally by the palatine and tubal tonsils, and posterio superiorly by the 
naso pharyngeal tonsil and smaller collections of lymphoid tissue in the 
inter-tonsillar intervals. 
 The pharyngeal endoderm gives rise to a series of lymphoid organ 
namely, the Adenoid (Phayngeal tonsil). Lateral pharyngeal lymphoid land, 
Tubal tonsil, Lingual tonsils and Palatiue tonsils and Thyroid. 
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 In neonate the pharynx is one – third of the relative length in adult. 
The nasopharynx is a narrow tube which cures gradually to the oropharynx 
without any sharp junctional demarcation. An oblique angle is formed at 
this junction by 5 years of age and in adults. the nasopharynx and 
oropharynx join at almost a right angle. 
 They appear during the fifth month of intra uterine life. 
 Four Pharyngeal pouches take part in the formation of several 
important organs. 
 Palatine tonsils develops on each side in relation to the lateral part 
of the second pharyngeal pouch. The epithelium of the ventral part of this 
pouch contributes to the formation of tonsil. 
 The endoderm lining the pouch undergoes considerable 
proliferation. As a result most of the pouch is obliterated. Lymphocytes 
collect in relation to the endodermal cells. 
 The Intra tonsillar cleft (or) tonsillar fossa is believed to represent a 
persisting part of the second pharyngeal pouch. 
 Similar epithelial proliferations and aggregations of lymphoid tissue 
give rise to the tubal tonsils, the lingual tonsil and pharyngeal tonsils.  
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ANATOMY 
 
 Tonsils are round masses of lymph tissue that are believed to assist 
the body in fighting off infection during the early year of life. 
 Every person has three types of tonsils, located in different parts of 
the mouth area. 
Palatine tonsils – located on both sides of the back  of the throat. 
Lingual tonsils – located at the base of the tongue. 
Pharyngeal tonsils (or) Adenoids – located high in the throat, behind the 
Nose 
 
1. PALATINE TONSILS: 
 Most commonly the term “Tonsils” refers to the palatine tonsils that 
can be seen in the back of the throat. 
 The palatine tonsil is one of the mucosa associated lymphoid tissue 
(MALT) located at the entrance to the upper respiratory and gastro 
intestinal tracts to protect the body from the entry of exogenous material 
through the mucosal sites. 
 The right and left palatine tonsils form part of the circumpharyngeal 
lymphoid ring. 
 Each tonsil is an ovoid mass of lymphoid tissue situated in the lateral 
wall of the oropharynx. Size varies according to age, individuality and 
pathological status (Tonsils may be hypertrophied and inflammed) for the 
first 5 (or) 6 years of life tonsils increase rapidly in size. They usually reach 
a maximum at puberty when they average 20 – 25 mm in vertical and 10 – 
15 mm in transverse , diameters and they protect conspicuosly into the 
oropharynx. Tonsillar involution begins at puberty, when the reactive 
lymphoid tissue begins to atrophy, and by old age only a little lymphoid 
tissue remains. 
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 The long axis of the tonsil is directed from above, downwards and 
backwards. Its medial, free, surface usually presents a pitted appearance. 
The pits, 10 - 20 in number lead into a system a blind - ending, often highly 
branching, crypts which extends through the whole thickness of the tonsil 
and almost reach the connective tissue hemicapsule. 
 In a healthy tonsil the openings of the cryps are fissure - like and the 
walls of the crypt lumina are collapsed so that they are in contact with each 
other. 
 The human tonsil is polycryptic. The branching crypt system reaches 
its maximum size and complexity during childhood. The mouth of a deep 
intra tonsillar cleft ( recessus palatinus) opens in the upper part of the 
medial surface of the tonsil. It often erroneously called the supra tonsillar 
fossa and yet it is not situated above the tonsil, but within the substance. 
 The mouth of the cleft is semilunar , curving,  parallel to the convex 
dorsum of the tongue in the parasagittal plate. The upper wall of the recess 
contains lymphoid tissue which extends into the soft palate as the pars 
palatina of the palatine tonsil. 
 After the age of 5 years this embedded part of the tonsil diminishes 
in size. From the age of 14, there is a tendency for the whole tonsil to 
involute and for the tonsillar bed to flatten out. During young adult life a 
mucosal fold termed the plica triangularis stretches back from the 
palatoglossal arch down to the tongue. It is infiltrated by lymphoid tissue 
and frequenlty represents the most prominent ( anterio inferior) portion of 
the tonsil. It rarely persist into middle eye. 
 The lateral (or) deep surface of the tonsil spreads downwards, 
upwards and forwards. Inferiorly, it invades the dorsum of the tongue, 
superiorly the soft palate, and anterioly, it may extend for some distance 
under the palatoglossal arch. This deep lateral aspect is covered by a layer 
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of fibrous tissue, the tonsillar hemi capsule, seperable with ease for most 
of its extent from the underlying muscular walls of the pharynx which is 
formed here by the superior constrictor, with styloglossus on its lateral 
side. 
Anterio inferiorly the hemicapsule adheres to the side of the tongue 
and to palatoglossus and palatopharyngeus. In this region the tonsillar 
artery a branch of the facial, pierces the superior contrictor to enter the 
tonsil, accompanied by venae cornitomtes. 
 An important and sometimes large vein, the external palatine (or) 
para tonsillar vein descends form the soft palate lateral to the tonsillar hemi 
capsule before piercing the pharyngeal wall.  
 Haemorrhage from this vessel from the upper angle of the tonsillar 
fossa seperates the tonsil from the ascending palatine artery and 
occasionally from the tortuous facial artery itself, which may lie near the 
pharyngeal wall at the lower tonsillar level.  
 The internal carotid artery lies 0.25 mm behind and lateral to the 
tonsil. 
 
2. LINGUAL TONSILS: 
 The post sulcal part ( Pharyngeal part) of the tongue constitutes its 
base and lies posterior to the palatoglossal arches. It's mucosa is reflected 
laterally on to the palatine tonsils and pharyngeal wall and posteriorly on to 
the epiglottis by a median and two lateral glosso epiglottic folds which 
surround two depressions (or) valleculae The pharyngeal part of the 
tongue is devoid of papillae and exhibits low elevations There are 
underlying lymphoid nodules which are embedded in the sub mucosal and 
collectively termed the lingual tonsil. The ducts of small seromucous 
glands open on the apices of these elevations. 
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3. PHARANGEAL TONSIL (OR) ADENOIDS: 
 The Adenoids (or) Nasopharyngeal tonsil, is a median mass of 
mucosal - associated lymphoid tissue ( MALT) situated in the roof and 
posterior wall of the nasopharynx. At its maximal size (during the early 
years of life) it, is shaped like a truncated pyramid, often with a vertically 
oriented median cleft. so that its apex points towards the nasal septum and 
its base at the junction of the roof and posterior wall of the nasopharynx. 
 The free surface of the nasopharyngeal tonsil is marked by folds that 
radiate forwards and laterally from a median blind recess, the pharyngeal 
bursa (Bursa of Luschka) which extends backwards and up the recess 
marks the rostral end of the embryological notochord. The number and 
position of the folds and of the deep fissures which separate them vary. 
 A median fold may pass forwards from the  pharyngeal bursa 
towards the wasal septum (or) instead a fissure may extend forwards from 
the bursa, dividing the nasopharyngeal tonsil into two distinct halves which 
reflect its paired development origins. 
 After birth naso pharyneal tonsil grows rapidly, but usually 
undergoes a degree of involution and atrophy from the age of  8 - 10 years 
( although hypoplasia may still occur in adults up to the seventh decade). 
 Relative to the volume of the nasopharynx, the size of the tonsil is 
largest at 5 years, which may account for the frequency of nasal breathing 
problems in pre-school children and the incidence of adenoidectomy in this 
age group.  
Functions of Nasopharyngeal tonsil: 
 The Nasopharyngeal tonsil forms part of the circumpharyngeal 
lymphoid ring ( waldeyer's ring) and therefore presumably contributes to 
the defence of the upper respiratory tract. The territories served by its 
lymphocytes are uncertain, but may include the nasal cavities, 
nasopharynx, pharyngotympanic tubes and the middle and inner ears.  
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VASUCLAR SUPPLY AND LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE: 
Vascular supply of palatine tonsil: 
 The arterial blood supply to the palatine tonsil is derived from 
branches of the external carotid artery,  
 1. The principal artery of the Tonsillar artery, which is a branch of the 
facial (or) sometimes ascending palatine artery. It ascends between medial 
pterygoid and styloglossus, perforates the superior constrictor at the upper 
border of styloglossus and ramifies in the tonsil and posterior lingual 
musculature. 
 2. Additional small tonsillar branches may be derived from ascending 
pharyngeal A, the dorsal lingual branches of the lingual artery  (supplying 
the lower part of the palainte tonsil) the greater palatine branch of the 
maxillary artery ( supplying the upper part of the tonsil) and the ascending 
palatine. 
 
Vascular supply of pharyngeal tonsil: 
 The arterial supply of the naso pharyngeal tonsil is derived from the 
ascending pharyngeal and ascending palatine arteries. The tonsillar 
branch of the facial artery, the pharyngeal branch of maxillary artery and 
the artery of pterygoid canal. Basisphenoid artery. branch of inferior 
hypophysial A supplied the bed of nasopharyngeal tonsil. 
 Numerous communicating veins emerge from the deep lateral 
surface of the tonsil and join the external palatine (paratonsillar) veins and 
pierce the superior constrictor either to join the pharyngeal venous plexeus 
(or) to unite to form a single vessel that enters the facial (or) Internal 
jugular vein. They may also connect with the pterygoid venous plexus.  
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LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE: 
 Unlike lymph nodes, the tonsils do not posses afferent lymphatics 
(or) lymph sinuses. Instead, dense plexus of fine lymphatic vessels 
surround each follicle and form efferent lymphatics which pass towards the 
hemicapsule. Pierce the superior constrictor and drain to the upper deep 
cervical lymph nodes directly ( especially the Jugulo digastric nodes) (or) 
indirectly through the retro pharyngeal lymph nodes. 
 
NERVE SUPPLY: 
 The palatine tonsil region receives its nerve supply through tonsillar 
branches of the maxillary nerve and the gloss pharyngeal nerve. 
 The lesser palatine nerves together with the tonsillar branches of the 
glossopharyngeal nerve form a plexus around the tonsil called as 
CIRCULUS TONSILLARIS.  
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PHYSIOLOGY 
 
 The tonsils are the first lymphoid aggregates to encounter 
pathogens that may enter into the host respiratory and gastro intestinal 
tracts. Hence they play a role in host immunity to pathogens. 
 
Functions of palatine tonsils: 
 The physiological functions of tonsils are involved in both humoural 
and cell mediated immunity. 
1. Local Immunity   
2. Cytokine action 
 
1. Local immunity 
Tonsillar (relating to palatine tonsil) B cells can mature to produce all 
the five major Ig classes. Furthermore, when incubated in vitro with either 
mitogens or specific antigens, they produce specific antibodies against 
diphtheria toxoid, poliovirus, Streptococcus pneumoniae, Haemophilus 
influenzae, Staphylococcus aureus, and the lipopolysaccharide of E. Most 
Immunoglobulin A produced by tonsillar B cells in vitro appears to be 7S 
monomers, although a significant proportion may be l0S dimeric IgA. 
In addition to humoral immunity elicited by tonsillar and adenoidal B 
cells following antigenic stimulation, there is considerable T-cell response 
in palatine tonsils. Thus, natural infection or intranasal immunization with 
live, attenuated rubella virus vaccine has been reported to prime tonsillar 
lymphocytes much better than subcutaneous vaccination. Also, natural 
infection with varicella zoster virus has been found to stimulate tonsillar 
lymphocytes better than lymphocytes from peripheral blood. 
Combined tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy had a profound 
detrimental effect on the local IgA response in the nasopharyngeal fluid 
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against poliovirus. These immunological observations paralleled the 
increased incidence of paralytic poliomyelitis after this operation. Thus, it is 
obvious that the tonsil have an important role to play in the defense of the 
host against bacterial and viral infections, and the success of regional 
mucosal immunity induced by intranasal vaccines most likely depends on 
these immunocompetent tissues in the oropharynx and nasopharynx. 
Altogether, therefore, several pieces of direct and indirect evidence 
indicating that the palatine tonsils are continuously engaged in local 
immune responses to microorganisms. If the tonsillar lymphocytes became 
overwhelmed with this persistent stimulation they may be unable to 
respond to other antigens; the immunological response, particularly in 
recurrent tonsillitis, may then be impaired. Once this immunological 
impairment occurs, the tonsil is no longer able to function adequately in 
local protection nor can it appropriately reinforce the secretory immune 
system of the upper respiratory tract. 
 
2. Cytokine action 
Cytokines are humoral immunomodulatory proteins or glycoproteins 
which control or modulate the activities of target cells, resulting in gene 
activation, leading to mitotic division, growth and differentiation, migration, 
or apoptosis. They are produced by wide range of cell types upon antigen-
specific and non-antigen specific stimuli. It has been reported by many 
studies that the clinic outcome of many infectious, autoimmune, or 
malignant diseases appears to be influenced by the overall balance of 
production (profiles) of pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines. 
Therefore, determination of cytokine profiles in tonsil study will provide key 
information for further in-depth analysis of the cause and underlying 
mechanisms of these disorders, as well as the role and possible 
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interactions between the T- and B-lymphocytes and other 
immunocompetent cells. 
The cytokine network represents a very sophisticated and versatile 
regulatory system that is essential to the immune system for overcoming 
the various defense strategies of microorganisms. In our findings, the Th1 
and Th2 cytokines and cytokine mRNA are both detectable in Tonsillar 
Hypertrophy and Recurrent Tonsillitis groups. It showed that human 
palatine tonsil is an active immunological organ containing a wide range of 
cytokine producing cells. Both Th1 and Th2 cells are involved in the 
pathophysiology of TH and RT conditions. Indeed, human tonsils 
persistently harbor microbial antigens even when the subject is 
asymptomatic of ongoing infection. It could also be an effect of ontogeny of 
the immune system. 
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TONSILLITIS 
 
INTRODUCTION  
Tonsillitis is a relatively common disease in the world. Tonsillitis may 
be described as an acute infection of the lymphoepithelial tissue of the 
palatine tonsils. 
The symptoms most commonly associated with tonsillitis are fever, 
usually greater than 38°C, persistent pain in the oropharynx and pain on 
swallowing. Associated with this the patient may experience headaches, 
malaise, malodorus breath and swollen tender cervical lymphadenopathy.  
On examination the patient will have erythema of the tonsils and 
tonsillar pillars with exudate in the crypts of the tonsils or in severe cases 
an exudative membrane on the surface. There may be oedema and 
swelling of the uvula and surrounding pharynx and base of tongue. There 
may or may not be palpable lymphadenopathy. 
 
Definition 
 Tonsillitis is an inflammation of the tonsils in the mouth and will 
often, but not necessarily, cause a sore throat and fever. 
 Tonsils act as a part of the body’s immune system to filter germs, 
bacteria and viruses when they enter the body through the nose and 
mouth.Sometimes the tonsils themselves can become infected or inflamed, 
a condition known as tonsillitis. 
 Tonsillitis refers to the inflammation of pharyngeal tonsillitis. It may 
alos be called as Pharyngotonsillits.  
 If the inflammation extends to the adenoids it is known as  
Adenotonsillitis.  
 Lingual  tonsillitis refers to isolated inflammation of the lymphoid 
tissue at the base of the tongue. 
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Epidemiology:  
Tonsillitis is a very common condition, most frequent in children 
aged 5 to 10 years and young adults between 15 and 25 years. Viral sore 
throats are a common feature of a cold and most people get one of more a 
year. Rates of asymptomatic carriage of group A streptococcus range is 
around 10.9% aged 14 or less,  2.3% aged 15 to 44 and  0.6% aged 45 
and over. 
 
Etiology  
The etiology of tonsillitis is varied and may be bacterial  (or)  viral 
 Tonsillits is mostly tirggered by bacteria, less frequently  by viruses. 
 
Bacteria’s that cause tonsillitis are  
Group A Beta Hemolysing  Streptococci, Pneumococci 
Staphylococci, Haemophilus influenza, Branhamell catarrhalis, Neisseria 
Gonorrhoeae., Steptococcus pyogenes ( GABHS) is the main cause for 
most bacterial tonsillitis resulting in Strep throat.  
 
Viruses causing tonsillitis 
 Viral tonsillitis may be caused by numerous viruses such as Herpes 
simplex virus (HSV), Epstein – Barr virus (EBV) (Glandular fever), 
Cytomegalo virus. Coxsackie virus 
 
Viral tonsillitis  
It is not easy to distinguish viral from bacterial infections. In general, 
the following distinguishing factors are scientifically valid. If a patient has a 
generalised sorethroat, associated with symptoms of an upper respiratory 
infection such as rhinorrhea, cough, low grade fever, minimal or no cervical 
adenopathy and no purulent exudate on the tonsils, probably viral and will 
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not treat with antibiotics, but  supportive therapy like nasal decongestants, 
gargles and plenty of oral fluids may be used 
If the patient has small vesicles or erosions on the soft palate and/or 
mucosal surfaces, it is a viral infection.  
The one viral infection that will present almost identical to bacterial 
tonsillitis is infectious mononucleosis. These patients may have a fever, 
cervical lymphadenopathy and exudative tonsillitis.  
 
Age:  
Tonsillitis most often occurs in children; however, the condition rarely 
occurs in children younger than 2 years. Tonsillitis caused by 
Streptococcus species typically occurs in children aged 5-15 years, while 
viral tonsillitis is more common in younger children.  
 
Signs and Symptoms 
 Tonsillitis is an infection in one or both tonsils. One sign is swelling 
of the tonsils.  
Other signs or symptoms are:  
  Redder than normal tonsils, A white or yellow coating on the tonsils, 
A slight voice change due to swelling , Sore throat ,Uncomfortable or 
painful swallowing , Swollen lymph nodes (glands) in the neck , Fever ,Bad 
breath  
 
Enlarged adenoids and their symptoms  
If  adenoids are enlarged, it may be hard to breathe through the 
nose.  
Other signs of constant enlargement are: 
  Breathing through the mouth instead of the nose most of the time, 
Nose sounds "blocked" when the person speaks, Noisy breathing during 
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the day ,Recurrent ear infections , Snoring at night ,Breathing stops for a 
few seconds at night during snoring or loud breathing (sleep apnea), 
decreased sense of smell or taste  
 
Symptoms of acute tonsillitis  
  The rapid onset of severe sore throat that worsens over time, 
Moderate to high fever , Difficulty swallowing ,Red, enlarged tonsils that 
may or may not have pus on the surface or in the pits, Swollen or tender 
lymph nodes below the jaw . 
 
Symptoms of subacute tonsillitis  
It can last from 3 weeks to 3 months, and has  
  Somewhat enlarged tonsils ,Foul-smelling, pasty, infected material 
that collects inside the pits on the tonsils, Fluctuating mild to moderate 
sore throat ,Bad breath ,Foul taste in the mouth ,Mildly swollen, tender 
lymph nodes . 
 
Symptoms of chronic tonsillitis 
  Enlarged, mildly red tonsils that are scarred with large pits, Slightly 
enlarged lymph nodes that are not usually tender , Sore throat that comes 
and goes 
 
CAUSES:  
  Bacterial tonsillitis may be caused by Group A streptococcal 
bacteria, resulting in strep throat. 
Viral tonsillitis may be caused by numerous viruses such as the 
Epstein – Barr virus (the cause of glandular fever) or the Coxsackie virus. 
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Sometimes, tonsillitis is caused bya superinfection of spirochaeta 
and treponema, in this case called Vincent’s angina or Plaut –Vincent 
angina. 
Tonsil and throat infections may be caused by either a virus or bacteria, 
and can be spread from one person to the other through coughing, 
sneezing and nasal fluids.  
In preschool children and infants, the common cold virus or flu virus 
often causes chronic tonsillitis.  
In adults and adolescents, it is more likely to be caused by 
bacteria—the streptococcus, staphylocci, pneumococci, or hemophilus 
bacteria. In rare cases, the bacteria responsible for scarlet fever, diphtheria 
and mononucleosis can cause tonsillitis.  
"Strep throat" is a particular type of bacterial infection in the throat 
caused by the streptococcus pyogenes bacteria. Tonsillitis, or inflamed 
tonsils, may or may not accompany a strep throat infection.  
 
Common causes of acute tonsillitis :  
 bacteria, such as streptoccal or hemophilus bacteria  
 viruses such as adenovirus or Epstein-Barr virus, which also causes 
mononucleosis  
 diphtheria, a serious disease that produces a false membrane in the 
throat. Diphtheria can be prevented by the DPT vaccine.  
 
Subacute tonsillitis  
It is most commonly caused by actinomyces, a normal mouth 
bacterium that can cause infection.  
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Chronic tonsillitis 
In chronic tonsillitis, there is a long-standing infection that is almost 
always bacterial.  
 Overcrowded conditions and malnourishment promote tonsillitis. 
 Most episodes of acute pharyngitis and acute tonsillitis are caused 
by viruses such as HSV ,EBV ,Cytomegalovirus ,Other herpes 
viruses , Adenovirus ,Measles virus 
 
10 causes of Tonsil symptoms 
Adenoid disorders   - Enlarged tonsils  
Adenoiditis    -  Swollen adenoids  
HIV/AIDS     -  Tonsillitis  
Hyper-IgM Syndrome   -  Enlarged tonsils  
Scarlet fever    -  Swollen tonsils  
Strep throat    -  White patches on tonsils  
Streptococcal Infections  -  Tonsillitis  
Tangier disease    -  Enlarged tonsils  
Tonsilitis     -  Whitened tonsils  
X-Linked Agammaglobulinemia-  Missing adenoids  
 
Local immunological mechanisms are important in chronic tonsillitis: 
The distribution of dendritic cells and antigen-presenting cells is 
altered during disease, with fewer dendritic cells on the surface epithelium 
and more in the crypts and extrafollicular areas. 
Study of immunologic markers may permit differentiation between 
recurrent and chronic tonsillitis. Such markers in 1 study indicated that 
children more often experience recurrent tonsillitis, while adults requiring 
tonsillectomy more often experience chronic tonsillitis. 
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CLASSFICATION OF THE TONSILLITIS 
  Tonsillitis can be classified according to different aspects:  
1. According to time-dependent course 
Acute  Tonsillitis  
Chronic  Tonsillitis   
Recurrent  Tonsillitis 
2. According to location 
Unilateral Tonsillitis  
Bilateral Tonsillitis  
3. According to clinical aspect 
Catarrhal angina: redness and swelling of the tonsils  
Follicular angina: stipple on the tonsillar crypts  
Lacunar angina: redness and confluent fibrinous coating  
4. According to degree of severity 
Simple tonsillitis  
Suppurative tonsillitis  
Necrotizing tonsillitis (Vincent's tonsillitis)  
 
ACUTE TONSILLITIS  
 Acute tonsillits is experienced at one time  (or )  another, particularly 
in the childhood years. 
 Bacteria and viruses stick to the surface of the tonsil, causing an 
inflammatory response. 
  The most common organism is beta hemolytic streptococcus, but 
viral organisms can also cause exudative tonsillitis.  
  Other causative organisms include staphylococcus aureus, 
streptococcus viridans, and various hemophilus species.  
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Signs  
  Swollen erythematous mucosa of the oropharynx and hypopharynx, 
often with edema of the uvula and soft palate.  
  The tonsils are red, enlarged and covered with an exudate or 
studded with white follicles.  
  Tender, firm cervical adenopathy is often present.  
 
Symptoms   
  Rapid onset of throat pain with pain on swallowing associated with 
fever, often 102° - 103° F with malaise and fatigue being common.  
The symptoms include 
1. Fever, Sorethroat, Foul breath, Dysphagia (Difficulty swallwing), 
Odynophagia (Painful swallowing) and Tender cervical lymph nodes. 
2. Airway obstruction due to swollen tonsils may cause Mouth 
breathing, Snoring ,Nocturnal breathing pauses (or)  Sleep apnea 
3. Leathery and malaise are common. These symptoms usually  
resolve in three to four days but may last  up to two weeks  
 
CHRONIC TONSILITTIS  
Chronic tonsillitis may occur despite adequate treatment of acute 
infections. As a reaction to repeated infection, the surfaces of the tonsils 
form deep indentations or crypts of infected tissue. Bacteria can multiply in 
these crypts and remain inaccessible to antibiotics. 
A variety of organisms can cause disease of the tonsils and 
adenoids. The most frequent bacterial infection is caused by 
streptococcus, although several other species of bacteria may be involved. 
Mononucleosis, a viral infection, can also cause a severe tonsillitis, as can 
many other types of virus. 
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Individuals often have ,chronic sore throat, halitosis,tonsillitis, and 
persistently tender cervical nodes. 
 
 
RECURRENT TONSILLITIS 
Recurrent tonsillitis is diagnosed when an individual has 7 episodes 
in 1 year, 5 infections in 2 consecutive years, or 3 infections each year for 
3 years consecutively. 
 
LINGUAL TONSILLITIS  
Signs  
Examination of the posterior tongue with a mirror reveals enlarged 
lingual tonsils usually with exudate  
Symptoms  
Pain in the upper throat. Voice is often garbled and odynophagia is a 
prominent symptom  
 
KISSING TONSILS 
It is unusual for tonsils to touch or meet in the midline without 
protrusion of the tongue.When tonsils meet in the midline or overlap, they 
are called "kissing tonsils". 
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COMPLICATIONS 
ACUTE TONSILLITIS 
If it is caused by streptococcus ("strep throat’), should be treated 
promptly with antibiotics. In the pre-antibiotic era, complications of 
untreated strep throat were well known, including deep neck abscesses, 
spread of infection throughout the body, rheumatic fever and 
glomerulonephritis. With modern medical treatment, these complications 
occur with extreme rarity. 
Untreated or incompletely treated tonsillitis can lead to potentially 
life-threatening complications. 
Acute oropharyngeal infections can spread distally to the deep neck 
spaces and then into the mediastinum. Such complications may require 
thoracotomy and cervical exposure for drainage. Spread beyond the 
pharynx is suspected in persons with symptoms of tonsillitis who also have 
high or spiking fevers, lethargy, torticollis, trismus, or shortness of breath.  
The most common complication is adjacent spread just beyond the 
tonsillar capsule. Peritonsillar cellulitis develops when inflammation 
spreads beyond the lymphoid tissue of the tonsil to involve the 
oropharyngeal mucosa. 
 Rarely, acute pharyngotonsillitis may lead to thrombophlebitis of the 
internal jugular vein (Lemierre syndrome). The usual cause of this 
condition is Fusobacterium necrophorum. A patient who appears toxic 
following tonsillitis presents with spiking fevers and unilateral neck fullness 
and tenderness.  
 
CHRONIC AND RECURRENT TONSILLITIS  
They are much more common as causes of disability. Potential 
problems include: 
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 Multiple acute infections, each accompanied by pain and fever, 
causing frequent and prolonged absence from school or work.  
 Chronically enlarged tonsils can cause upper airway obstruction 
and difficulty with normal respiration. At night, airway obstruction can 
be manifested as loud snoring and may even lead to sleep apnea 
syndrome, where the airway totally closes off for brief periods of time 
during sleep, leading to oxygen deprivation and heart failure. 
Although the full-blown sleep apnea syndrome is rare, lesser 
degrees of airway obstruction are being diagnosed with increasing 
frequency in association with tonsillar enlargement. 
 Swallowing problems due to tonsillar enlargement can lead, 
especially in children, to failure to thrive or gain weight as expected. 
 Voice changes are noted with partial upper airway obstruction  
 There may be a constant feeling of pain or fullness in the back of the 
throat. 
 Persistent enlargement of lymph nodes in the neck can also be 
caused by chronic tonsillitis.  
The main complications are  
 Peritonsillar abscess  
 Retropharyngeal abscess  
 Sepsis  
 Rheumatic fever  
 Endocarditis, myocarditis and pericarditis  
 Glomerulonephritis  
 
1. PERI TONSILLAR ABSCESS (QUINSY) 
 Peritonsillar abscess, also called PTA (or) Quinsy is a recognised 
complication of tonsillitis and consists of a collection of pus beside the 
tonsil (Peritonsillar space) 
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CAUSES 
 PTA usually arises as a complication of an untreated or partially 
treated episode of acute tonsillitis. The infection , in these cases, spreads 
to the peritonsillar area (peritonsillitis). The regions is comprised of loose 
connective tissue and is hence susceptible to formation of abscess. PTA 
can also occur de novo Both aerobic and  anaerobic bacteria  can be 
causative. Commonly involved species include streptococci, staphylococci 
and hemophilus. 
 
SYMPTOMS AND SIGNS 
 Unlike tonsillitis, which is more common in the pediatric age group, 
PTA has a more even age spread from children to adults. Symptoms start 
appearing  2-8 days before the formation of abcess. Progressively 
worsening unilateral sore throat and pain during swallowing usually are the 
earliest  symptoms. As the abscess develops, persistent pain in the 
peritonsillar area, severe throat pain, fever , drooling , foul breath trismus 
(Difficulty opening of mout) and muffled voice quality such as “hot potato”  
voice may appear.  
  Neck pain associated with tender, swollen lymph nodes, referred ear 
pain and breath  odour are also common. Whilst these signs may be 
present in tonsillitis itself, a PTA should be specifically considered if 
there is limited ability to opent the mouth  (trismus) 
 
COMPLICATIONS 
 Parapharyngeal abscess 
 Extension of abscess in other deep neck spaces leading to 
airway compromise 
 Septicaemia 
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2. INTRATONSILLAR ABSCESS 
 Intratonsillar abscess or phlegmonous tonsillitis is a relatively rare 
process in which an abscess forms in the tonsil itself. It may form either  
from extension from an obstructed tonsillar crypt or from an intratonsillar 
rupture of a peritonsillar abscess.  
3. VINCENT'S ANGINA  
This condition, also termed ulcerative tonsillitis, pseudomembranous 
angina, and trench mouth, is characterized by acute inflammation and 
ulceration of the pharyngeal tonsils usually due to a fusiform bacillus.  
Symptoms  - Severe throat pain often radiating to the ears.  
Signs  - Tonsil is covered by a pseudomembrane (formed by 
the necrosis of the superficial layer of the mucous membrane and the 
tonsil). Removal of the pseudomembrane reveals ulceration.  
4. TONSILLOLITH 
A tonsillolith also called tonsil stone or calculi of the tonsil is a piece 
or more commonly, a cluster of calcareous matter which forms in the rear 
of the mouth, in the crevasses (called "crypts") of the palatine tonsils.  
Tonsil stones, it is theorized, are the result of a combination of any of 
the following: 
 food particles  
 dead white blood cells (a.k.a. "leukocytes")  
 oral bacteria, possibly from mouth breathing  
 overactive salivary glands  
They are described as having a pungent odor: Halitosis 
concentrated into a small solid object. Visually, they may resemble sesame 
seeds in color and texture. Protruding tonsilloliths have the feel of a foreign 
object, lodged between the outside of wisdom teeth and the 
temporomandibular joint region of the fleshed jaw. They may be an 
especially uncomfortable nuisance, but are not often harmful. 
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DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF TONSILLITIS 
 In order to confirm the correct diagnosis Tonsillitis should be 
differentiated from the following 
 Plaut-Vincent Angina (unilateral, necrotizing tonsillitis)  
 Infectious mononucleosis  
 Diphtheria  
 Scarlet fever  
 Primary syphilitic lesion  
 Herpangina  
 Agranulocytosis  
 Tonsil carcinoma  
 Tuberculosis 
 
DIAGNOSIS 
1. As a rule, the diagnosis is made by the typical clinical picture 
(inspection). If necessary, the diagnosis can be verified by:  
 Streptococcus rapid test  
 Bacteria culture from pharyngeal smear  
 Antibody detection (Antistreptolysin O Ab; Attention: increases only 
after weeks) 
2. When we look in the mouth and throat for enlarged, visible tonsils. They 
are usually reddened and may have white spots on them.  
3. The lymph nodes of the jaw and neck may be enlarged and tender to 
the touch. 
4. A culture of the tonsils may show bacterial infection. A culture for the 
streptococcus bacteria (strep) may be taken because it is the most 
common and most dangerous form of tonsillitis. 
5. A quick test can indicate if strep bacteria are present, or if the infection 
is due to a virus. If the test for strep throat is negative, confirm this result 
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by performing a 24-hour culture. In this test, small sample of fluid from the 
back of your throat on a culture dish and leave it for 24 hours. If you have 
strep throat, the strep bacteria will usually grow on the culture dish within 
24 hours.  
 
INVESTIGATION 
1. Routine blood test for – TC, DC, ESR and Hb. 
2. Throat culture for evaluting Group A streptococcus infection. 
3. ASO tire for finding out Rheumatic fever. 
 
TREATMENT 
Acute tonsillitis is usually treated with:  
 Pain medication  
 Oral fluids  
 Medications to lower fever  
Acute tonsillitis caused by strep bacteria, antibiotics will usually cure 
the infection. Unfortunately, some strep bacteria are becoming resistant to 
penicillin. This means higher doses of amoxicillin or a different antibiotic 
need to be used.  
Since antibiotics are not effective against viruses, the only treatment for 
tonsillitis caused by viral infection is medication to reduce fever and pain. 
Oral steroids may be given for a short period of time if symptoms are 
severe.  
Oral steroids can lessen the symptoms of tonsiliitis caused by 
mononucleosis. Antibiotics can be helpful in preventing infection if material 
has collected on the surface of the tonsils.  
In subacute tonsillitis caused by actinomyces, penicillin and 
clindamycin are effective. If these antibiotics do not work, the person can 
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remove the infected material from the tonsil pits with a finger or special 
irrigating tool. Otherwise, the tonsils should be removed.  
In cases of chronic tonsillitis, antibiotics combined with oral 
steroids may resolve the infection. If not, the tonsils should be removed.  
If the cause of the tonsillitis is bacteria such as strep, antibiotics are 
given to cure the infection. The antibiotics may be given as a one-time 
injection, or by a 10-day course of antibiotic pills. 
If antibiotic pills are used, they must be taken for the full course. 
They must not be stopped just because the discomfort stops, or the 
infection will NOT be cured. Some health care providers will treat all 
tonsillitis with antibiotics to prevent the chance of strep-related 
complications. Others treat only known bacterial and strep infections to 
minimize the chance of reaction to the antibiotic. 
Rest to allow the body to heal. Fluids, especially warm (not hot), 
bland fluids or very cold fluids may soothe the throat. Gargle with warm 
salt water or suck on lozenges (containing benzocaine or similar 
ingredients) to reduce pain. 
 
TONSILLITIS PROGNOSIS (EXPECTATIONS) 
Tonsillitis symptoms usually lessen in 2 or 3 days after treatment 
starts. The infection usually is cured by then, but may require more than 
one course of antibiotics. Complications of untreated strep tonsillitis may 
be severe. A tonsillectomy may be recommended if tonsillitis is severe, 
comes back, or does not respond to antibiotics. 
If the child has chronic, recurring tonsil or throat infections despite 
medical treatment, a tonsillectomy may be advisable. General guidelines 
are:  
 Five or more episodes in one year  
 Three or more episodes per year for two years  
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 Infections that do not respond to treatment  
Since an infection can spread from the tonsils to the adenoids or 
vice versa, they are often removed together in the same operation, 
particularly in children. 
 
TONSILLECTOMY 
 Surgical removal of the Paharyngeal tonsils is commonly performed 
to prevent recurrent acute tonsillitis (or) inflamed  palatine tonsils. 
Occasionally the tonsil may be removed to treat an acute peritonsillar 
abscess, which is a collection of pus between the superior constrictor and 
the tonsilor  hemicapsule. Many methods have been employed, the 
commonest being dissection in the plane of the fibrous hemicapsule 
followed by ligation  (or) electrocautery to the vessels divided during the 
dissection 
 The nerve supply to the tonsil is so diffuse that tonsillectomy under 
local anasthesia is performed successfully by local infiltration rather than 
by blocking the main nerves. Surgical access tot he glossopharyngeal 
nerve may be achieved by seperating the fibres of  superior constrictor. 
 
Risks and complications of tonsillectomy 
Anesthetic reactions 
The anesthesia group will be glad to discuss with you the 
arrangements made for your safety and comfort during and after the 
surgery 
Bleeding 
Minor bleeding occasionally occurs from the healing surgical site, but 
major blood loss is very unusual. It is important to stay on a soft diet 
postoperatively in order to prevent irritation of the healing tissue. Call us if 
you experience any bleeding. 
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Nasal voice may occur while the palate stretches to cover the area 
formerly occupied by the adenoid tissue. This is almost always temporary. 
 
Side effects of the treatments 
Side effects depend on the medications used, but may include 
allergic reactions and upset stomach. Surgery to remove the tonsils can 
cause bleeding, infection, or allergic reactions to anesthesia.  
 
PREVENTION OF TONSILLITIS 
The best way to prevent acute tonsillitis is to avoid people who have 
strep throat or any of the bacterial or viral infections that can lead to acute 
tonsillitis.  
A person can get acute tonsillitis by:  
 Coming into contact with someone who has strep throat or 
mononucleosis  
 Having strep throat that develops into tonsillitis  
 Sharing utensils or toothbrushes with someone carrying strep 
bacteria or epstein-barr virus  
There is no way to prevent subacute or chronic tonsillitis.  
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SUMMARY OF CAUSATIVE ORGANISMS OF TONSILLITIS 
 
1. STREPTOCOCCUS: 
Streptococci are Gram positive cocci, which are spherical and oval 
shaped, arranged in chains or pairs. They are non-motile, non-sporing 
organisms. 
They are classified in to 
 Alpha haemolytic streptococci 
 Beta haemolytic streptococci 
 Gamma haemolytic streptococci 
They cause pyogenic infections in human. 
 
Mode of spread: 
The major source of Str. pyogens is the human URT - throat, 
nasopharynx or nose. The transmission of infection is either by direct 
contact or through contaminated dust or fomites. 
Strcptococcal infections of the respiratory tract arc more frequent in 
children of 5-8 years of age than in children below 2 years or in adults. 
 
Infection and Pathogenecity: 
Str. pyogens produces pyogenic infection with a tendency to spread 
locally, along lymphatics and through blood stream. 
In the respiratory tract it causes sore throat, tonsillitis and 
pharyngitis. 
  Tonsillitis is common in children of 5-8 years of age. From the throat, 
streptococci spread to surrounding tissues, leading to suppurative 
complications. 
Non suppurative complications include Acute rheumatic fever and 
Acute glomerulo-nephritis. 
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2. STAPHYLOCOCCUS: 
These are Gram positive cocci . Spherical in shape. Non motile. Non 
sporing. Arranged in a characteristically grape-like clusters. 
 
Classified into 2 groups: 
 Staphylococcus aureus (Staph. pyogens) 
 Staphylococcus epidermidis (Staph. albus) 
Staphvlococci also cause various pyogenic lesions in men. 
 
Infection: 
In the respiratory tract it causes tonsillitis, pharyngitis, sinusitis and 
pneumonia. A haematogenous spread may also lead to meningitis, 
endocarditis, renal abscess etc. 
 
Mode of spread: 
May be by direct contact or through fomites, by dusts or by airborn 
droplets. 
  
3. PNEIMCOCCUS: 
They are Gram positive, lanceolate diplococci.  
 
Mode of spread: 
The source of human infection is the respiratory tract. Pneumococci 
occur in the throat at any time approximately. Transmission is by inhalation 
of contaminated dust, droplets or droplet nuclei. 
 
Pathogenecity:  
They cause lobar pneumonia, broncho pneumonia and meningitis. 
Also cause suppurative lesions such as otitis media, sinusitis, empyema, 
pericarditis and conjunctivitis. 
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4. ADENOVIRUSES: 
These are a group of medium sized, non-enveloped DNA virus. 
Classified into 
 Mastadeno virus (Mammalian adenovirus) 
 Aviadenovirus (Adenovirus of birds) 
 
Pathogenesis: 
They cause inflection of respiratory tract, eye, bladder and 
intestines. They are the major cause of non-bacterial pharyngitis and 
tonsillitis. Also cause primary atypical pneumonia and in children, even 
fatal pneumonia. 
 
Mode of spread: 
Mostly by droplet infection and also by ingestion. 
  
5. INFLUENZA VIRUS: 
It comes under orthomyxo virus and they are medium sized, 
spherical or elongated, enveloped viruses. They are RNA viruses. 
 
Pathogenesis: 
The route of entry is the respiratory tract. The ciliated cells of 
respiratory tract are the main site of infection.   The incubation period is 1-3 
days and the and the disease progresses from mild coryza to fatal 
pneumonia./Cardiac complication like CCF and myocarditis and 
neurological involvement such as encephalitis may occur rarely. 
 
Mode of spread: 
Mainly by droplet infection and inhalation.  
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6. PARA INFLUENZA VIRUS: 
They come under para myxo virus group. They are RNA viruses.  
There are 4 types 
 Para influenza virus type I 
 Para influenza virus type II  
 Para influenza virus type III 
 Para influenza virus type IV (A & B) 
Para inflenza virus type III was first detected from children with 
respiratory Infection. Type I,II and III cause lower respiratory infection and 
type IV causes mild respiratory illness. 
Sore throat and hoarseness of voice are common and rarely causes 
parotitis. 
  
7. ENTERO VIRUS: 
These are RNA viruses and comes under picornoviruses. They are 
non enveloped and present in the enteric tract. The sub division of picorno 
virus is rhino virus, which is present in the nasal mucosa and causing 
upper respiratory tract infection. 
 
8. EPSTEIN - BARR VIRUS: 
These are DNA viruses, which are capsulated. They specially affect 
the cells of B-lymphocytes. 
The source of infection is usually the saliva of infected persons. 
Spreads through oropharyngeal secretions by droplet infections. 
The virus enters the pharyngeal epithelial cells and causes upper 
respiratory symptoms. EB virus causing serious infections like infectious 
mononucleosis and malignant disorders like Burkiff’s lymphoma and 
nasopharyngeal carcinoma in men. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
MATERIALS 
 A Clinical trial on Annakku thooru Azarchi was carried out in 
Govt.Siddha Medical College Hospital, Palayamkottai. 
 Cases are studied under the guidance of the professor and Lecturer 
of Post graduate Department of Kuzhanthai Maruthuvam both in Out- 
patients and In-patients ward. 
 20 cases with clinical signs and symptoms of Annakku thooru 
Azarchi of both sexes under the age of 12 were selected and treated with 
Karpooravalli mathirai – 1 twice daily with honey.  
 
I. Parameters of Case Selection 
 Cases were selected from out  - patient department and the 
parameters of Case selection were 
1. Sore throat 
2. yellow (or)  white coating of the tonsils 
3. Swelling of the tonsils (or)  throat 
4. Fever 
5. Painful / difficult swallowing 
6. Cervical lymphadenitis 
7. Bad breath ( halitosis)  
Patients aging under 12 years were only selected for this study 
 
2. Clinical Examinations 
 Patients were subjected to Physical examination on Siddha 
Methodology “PINIYARI MURAIMAI”  
Piniyari Muraimai has three main principles 
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1. Porialarithal 
2. Pulanalarithal and 
3. Vinathal 
 
1. PORIALARITHAL :  nghwpahy; mwpjy; 
 This is done by examining the patients  nose, tongue, eyes, skin and 
ear. 
The following were noted 
 Nose  :  Discharge of Sputum, Pus, Blood etc., 
 Tongue : Salivation, Colour, Speech 
 Eyes  : Colour, vision, lacrimation 
 Skin  : Sweating, Colour,Sensation 
 Ear  : Discharge of pus, blood etc., 
 
2. PULANALARITHAL :   Gydhy;mwpjy; 
 The following were observed 
Smile  : Normal (or)  different 
Taste  : Normal (or)  affected 
Vision : Normal (or)  diminised 
Touch : Normal (or) altered 
Sound : Normal (or)  altered 
 
3. VINATHAL  tpdhjy; 
 A complete history was taken from the patients informer by 
reccording the Name of the patient, Age, Sex occupation of parents, 
History of present and past illness, Socio –economic status, Dietary 
Habits, Environmental conditions and allergic to any substances etc., 
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All the cases were subjected in the following investigation. 
¾ Neerkuri 
¾ Neikuri 
¾ Naadi paritchai 
Routine blood test for 
¾ TC 
¾ DC 
¾ Hb 
¾ ESR 
TRIAL MEDICINES: 
 The medicines taken for this study was 
1. Karpooravalli Mathirai – I with honey twice daily. 
 
METHODS 
 
1. Siddha methodology  
 In Siddha system of Examination “ Enn Vagai Thervugal”  plays a 
key factor to rule out the disease. 
 “ehbg; ghprk; eh epwk; nkhop tpop 
  kyk; %j;jpukpit kUj;JtuhAjk;” 
 In Annakku Thooru Azarchi the following symptoms were observed. 
1. Naa (eh) : 
 Tongue is not generally affected. In some cases due to indigestion 
and loss of appetite, the tongue is found with white coating. 
2. Niram: (epwk;) 
 Niram is not affected if the disease is an acute one but in chronic the 
child becomes pale. 
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3. Mozhi: (nkhop) 
 Child feels pain in the throat during speech and so the voice is 
generally low. 
4. Vizhi: tpop 
 The conjunctiva may be red due to fever. The child also feels 
burning sensation and irritation of the eyes. 
5. Sparisam: ghprk; 
 Greater Temperative occurs due to fever. The child also feels chill. 
Enlargement and tenderness of the cervical lymph nodes are also found. 
6. Malam: kyk; 
 Not affected. Occasionally consistency is abnormal due to 
indigestion and sometimes constipation is also noted. 
7. Moothiram: %j;jpuk;: 
 Child may sometimes have burning micturation.  
8. Naadi: ehb: 
 (In General) Commonly Naadi is not in use for paediatric diagnosis 
because Naadi can not be felt correctly in children. 
 “........................................ 
 mz; blNt jhpj;jpuh;fs; tpUj;jh; ghyh; 
  md; ghfj; jz;zPhpy; %o;fpNdhh;fs; 
 nfhz;blNt ,th;fsJ cWg;gpd; jhJ 
  $wNt KbahJ vth;f;F fpl;Lk;” 
     Neha; ehly; ghfk; - 1(162) 
Any how, In elder patients aging around 10 years kabapitha (or) 
Pithakabha naadi was found. 
 
Examination of the throat: 
Young infants  and children  under four years of age are often often 
satisfactorily examined seated in their mother’s lap. it is preferable to have 
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an attendant or a nurse to restrain the baby’s head, in cases where mother 
exerts more force than is necessary. The tongue depressor should be 
inserted along the side of the mouth and gums and never forced against 
the clenched incisors. 
 An alternative method is to lay the baby on his back and restrain him 
with a sheet . The examiner stands behind the baby and looks into the 
mouth from above downwards. a spoon may be a better substitute for the 
spatula for this age group.  
 Older children can be examined seated or even standing as in the 
case of adults. The pharynx and the mouth should be adequately 
examined by making the patient say ‘ah’ after opening the mouth fully. 
 Tongue generally frightens the children but have to be used for 
children who do not cooperate and for taking throat cultures etc. A curved 
single metal depressor is best suited for this purpose. Straight wooden 
spatula and metal ones with joints and angulations are useless because 
the hand holds them may obscure the view. 
 
Clinical Investigation: 
 Investigation of siddha system to confirm the disease was  
 Neerkuri Neikuri 
 “nka;f;Fwp epwj;njhdp tpop eh tpUkyk; iff;Fwp” - “Njiuah;”  
-   Neha; ehly; ghfk; - 1 (253) 
Neikuri (nea;f;Fwp): 
 Very first morning urine should be collected and tested within 1 ½ 
hours. 
 A drop of gingili oil is placed (dropped) on the surface of urine kept 
in a vessel. 
 In Annakku thooru Azarchi the oil spreads like a RING over the urine 
(or) Stands like a PEARL which indicates pitham (or) Kabam. 
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Clinical Investigation of Blood: 
 All the patients were subjected to routine blood investigation before 
and after treatment. 
 Total count of white blood cells, (TC) 
 Differential count of white blood cells, (DC) 
 Erythrocyte sedimentation Rate (ESR) and 
 Haemoglobin level (Hb) were studied. 
Urine analysis: 
 Albumin 
 Sugar 
 Deposit 
Motion analysis: 
 Ova 
 Cyst 
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TRIAL MEDICINE 
Preparation of Trial Medicine: 
1. fw;G+uts;sp khj;jpiu: 
Kiw: 
ruf;Ffis miuj;J khj;jpiufshf cUl;b vLj;jy;. 
Njitahd ruf;Ffs;: 
1. fw;G+uts;sp r%yr; R+uzk; 
2. Rf;F R+uzk; 
3. kpsF R+uzk; 
4. jpg;gpyp R+uzk; 
5. fLf;fha; Njhy; R+uzk; 
6. ney;yptw;wy; Njhy; R+uzk; 
7. jhd;wpj; Njhy; R+uzk; 
kQ;rs; fhprhiy rhW ( Njitahd msT) 
Njitahd fUtpfs;: 
 ,bfUtp > jl;L > fuz;b > fy;tk; > vil fhl;b. 
nra;Kiw:  
gr;ir fw;G+uts;sp r%yj;ij epoypy; cyh;j;jp nghbj;J vLj;Jf; 
nfhs;s Ntz;Lk;. gpd; kw;w 6 ruf;FfisAk; jdpj;jdpNa R+uzpj;J  
Nkw;$wpa R+uzj;Jld; rkmsthf fye;J fy;tj;jpypl;L kQ;rs; fhprhiy 
rhw;why; 12 kzp Neuk; miuj;J khj;jpiu cUl;Lk; gjj;jpy; vLj;J 5 
fpiud; (325 kp.fp) msTs;s khj;jpiufshf cUl;b epoypy; cyh;j;jp 
vLj;Jf;nfhs;s Ntz;Lk;. 
msT: 1 khj;jpiu ,UNtis  
mDghdk;: Njd; 
jPUk; Neha;fs;: midj;J tpjkhd mz;zhf;Fj;J}W mow;rpAk; 
FzkhFk;. 
MAl; fhyk;: 1 Mz;L 
Mjhuk; : jp rpj;jh hprh;r; ghh;kNfhgpah - lhf;lh; k.rz;KfNtY> HBIM  
2 mTd;]; ( 5.6 fpuhk;) 
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OBSERVATIONS AND RESUTLS 
 
Results were observed with respect to the following criteria 
 
 1. Age distribution  
2. Sex distribution 
 3. Religion distribution 
 4. Socio-economic status 
 5. Kaalam 
 6. Paruvakaalam 
 7. Thinai 
 8. Mukkutra Theory 
 9. Udal Kattugal 
 10. Envagai Thervugal 
 11. Neikuri 
 12. Etiological factor 
 13. Clinical Features 
 14. Investigations 
 15. Results 
     16. In-Patient case report of 20 cases  
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OBSERVATION 
1. Age distribution. (Table No: 1) 
S.No Age 
No. Of cases (out of 
20) 
Percentage 
1 
0-1 year 
Kappu and Chenkeerai 
- - 
2 
1 year – 3 year  
Varugai, Thalattu, Sappani, 
Mutham 
1 5% 
3 
 
 
3 years – 6 years 
Ambuli, Chitril, Chiruparai, 
Chiruthervidhal, Paethai ( 
female) & Pillai (male) 
paruvam 
3 15% 
4 
6 years – 11 years 
Paethumbai (female) 
Chiruparuvam (Male) 
13 65% 
5 
11 years – 12 years 
Mangai (Female), Valibam 
(Male) 
3 15% 
 
 The above table indicates that children's under the age group of 6 
yrs to 11 yrs (65%) are mostly affected. In Chiruparuvam the children plays 
in the unhygenic area, over croweded place and some the malnourished. 
So this age of the children has high incidence of Annakku Thooru 
Azharchi. 
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2. Sex - distribution: (Table No: 1) 
S.No Sex No. of cases (out of 20) percentage 
1 
2 
Male 
Female 
16 
4 
80% 
20% 
  
Among 20 cases of study  16 were males ( 80%) and 4 were 
females ( 20%). Male childrens are mostly affected because the chance of 
spending their time out side their home is more than female. So they may 
be highly infected by cold, rain, and dust allergy.  
 
3. Incidence of religion : (Table No: 3) 
S.no Religion No. Of cases (out of 20) Percentage 
1 Hindu 17 85% 
2 Muslim 1 5% 
3 Christian 2 10% 
  
  Out of 20 cases 85% were Hindus, 10% were christians and 5% 
were Muslim. 
 
4.  Socio-economic status: (Table No: 4) 
S.No Socio-economic status No. of cases (out of 20) percentage 
1 POOR 14 70% 
2 MIDDLE CLASS 6 30% 
3 RICH - - 
 
According to this study 14 cases belongs to Poor socio economic 
status and 6 belongs to Middle class. 
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5. Distribution of kaalam: (Table No: 5) 
S.no Kaalam No. Of cases (Out of 20) Percentage 
1 Vatham - - 
2 Pitham - - 
3 Kabam 20 100% 
  
 As only the children under the age of 12 were selected for this study, 
all the 100% comes under Kaba kaalam as per the Ayul Thoda Nirnayam. 
 
 
6. Distribution of Paruva kalangal (Table No: 6) 
S.No Paruvakaalam No. of cases (Out of 20) percentage
1 KAAR (Aavani, Purattasi) - - 
2 
KOOTHIR (Ayppasi, 
Karthigai) 
5 25% 
3 MUNPANI (Markazhi, Thai) 7 35% 
4 PINPANI (Maasi, Pankuni) - - 
5 
ELA VENIL (Chithirai, 
Vaikasi) 
8 40% 
6 MUTHUVENIL (Aani, Aadi) - - 
 
40% of the cases were suffering from Annakku Thooru Azarchi 
during Elavenil kaalam. In Elavenil kaalam sour taste gets thannilai 
valarchi and astringent taste gets vetrunilai valarchi. This changes in the 
taste increases the kabam and the chance of Annakku Thooru Azarchi is 
more in this period. 
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7. Distribution of Lands: (Table No: 7) 
S. No THINAI No. of cases (Out of 20) percentage
1 KURINJI (HILL) 2 10% 
2 MULLAI ( FOREST) - - 
3 MARUTHAM (FERTILE) 15 75% 
4 NEITHAL ( COASTAL) 3 15% 
5 PAALAI ( DESERT) - - 
 
 According to siddha concept, no disease occurs to the people living 
in marutham. but today's people entirely differs from their ancestors both in 
dietary and other habits. And also the study was conducted in and around 
Tirunelveli, a marutham land. So majority of the cases is from that land. 
 
8. MUKKUTRA THEORY: 
1. DERANGEMENT OF VATHAM:- 
S.No Types of Vatham 
No. of cases 
 (Out of 20) 
percentage 
1 Pranan (gpuhzd;) 16 60% 
2 Abanan (mghdd;) 6 30% 
3 Viyanan ( tpahdd;) 14 70% 
4 Uthanan ( cjhdd;) 10 50% 
5 Samanan ( rkhdd;) 12 60% 
6 Naagan (ehfd;) - - 
7 Koorman ($h;kd;) 9 45% 
8 Kirukaran ( fpUfud;) 12 60% 
9 Devathathan (Njtjj;jd;) - - 
10 
Dhananjeyan  
(jdQ;nrad;) 
- - 
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       Due to the derangement of different vatha the following symptoms 
occur, pranan causes halitosis, abanan causes constipution, burning 
micturation, viyanan causes fever, samanan  and kirukaran causes loss of 
appetite, kooraman causes rediness of eye. 
2. DERANGEMENT OF PITHAM: 
S.No Types of Pitham 
No. of cases  
(out of 20) 
percentage 
1 Analam (mdyk;) 12 60% 
2 Ranjakam (,uQ;rfk;) 20 100% 
3 Saathakam (rhjfk;) 20 100% 
4 Pirasakam (gpuhrfk;) 14 70% 
5 Aalosakam (MNyhrfk;) 9 45% 
 
 Due to the derangement of pitha the following symptoms occur,  
analam causes loss of appetite, ranjakam causes raised ESR, saathakam 
causes difficulty in swallowing, pirasakam causes fever, aalosakam causes 
redinees of eye.  
 
3. DERANGEMENT OF KABAM: 
S.No Types of Kabam 
No. of cases 
(out of 20) 
percentage 
1 Avalambakam (mtyk;gfk;) 20 100% 
2 Kilethakam ( fpNyjfk;) 12 60% 
3 Pothakam (Nghjfk;) 12 60% 
4 Tharpakam ( jw;gfk;) 9 45% 
5 Santhikam ( re;jpfk;) 6 30% 
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 Due to the derangement of kapham the following symptoms occur.  
In kapha kalam all the childrens are affected by ayalambakam and  
kilethakam causes loss of appeitite, pothakam causes white coating of the 
tonge, the sense of taste is reduced, tharpakam caused rediness of eye 
and santhikam causes joint pains. 
 
9. UDAL KATTUGAL: (Table No: 9) 
  
S.No UDAL KATTUGAL 
No. of cases 
(out of 20) 
percentage 
1 Saaram ( rhuk;) 20 100% 
2 Senner ( nre;ePh;) 20 100% 
3 Oon ( Cd;) 20 100% 
4 Kozhuppu (nfhOg;G) - - 
5 Enbu ( vd;G) 6 30% 
6 Moolai ( %is) - - 
7 Sukkilam / Suronitham 
(rf;fpyk; / RNuhzpjk;) 
- - 
  
 In Ezhu udal kattukal the derangement of saaram caused increased 
kabam, senneer causes raised ESR and the Oon causes Iemporigilan 
Sorvu, Enbu causes joint pains. 
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10. ENN VAGAI THERVUGAL: (Table No: 10) 
 
S.No Enn Vagai Thervugal No. of cases (out of 20) percentage 
1 Naa (eh) 12 60% 
2 Niram (epwk;) 5 25% 
3 Mozhi ( nkhop) 8 40% 
4 Vizhi ( tpop) 9 45% 
5 Sparisam ( ];ghprk;) 14 70% 
6 Naadi (ehb) - - 
7 Malam (kyk;) 6 30% 
8 Moothiram (%j;jpuk;) 4 20% 
  
   In envagai thervugal white coating of tonge, pale appearance, dull 
voice, rediness of eye, fever, constipation and burning micturation occurs 
respectvely.  
 
11. NEI KURI: 
S.No 
Neikuri 
Reference 
Characters of 
Urine 
No. of cases 
(out of 20) 
Percentage 
1 Vatha Neer 
Spreads like 
Snake 
- - 
2 Pitha Neer 
Spreads like 
RING 
6 30% 
3 Kaba Neeri 
Spreads like 
PEARL 
14 70% 
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12. Aetiological factors of Annakku Thooru Azarchi - (Table No: 12) 
 
S.No Aetiological factors No. of cases 
(Out of 20) 
percentage
1 Intake of cold stuff’s. Ice creams etc., 12 60% 
2 Drinking impure water 16 80% 
3 Familial incidence of Tonsillitis 5 25% 
4 Congested dwelling places, using 
same vessels for many. 
13 65% 
5 Fume allergy, dust allergy, etc., 3 15% 
 
 From the above table it is evident that intake of cold stuff’s, Ice 
creams etc., and drinking of the impure water are the main cause of 
Annakku Thooru Azharchi during this study. 
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13. CLINICAL FEATURES - SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS. (Table No: 13) 
The signs and symptoms of patients with Annakku Thooru Azharchi 
under the clinical study was given below. 
S.No SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS 
No. of  
cases  
(Out of 20) 
percentage
1 Sore throat 20 100% 
2 Yellow (or) white coating on the tonsils 20 100% 
3 Swelling of the tonsils (or) throat 17 85% 
4 Redness of the tonsils (or) throat 15 75% 
5 Fever 14 70% 
6 Painful / difficult swallowing 
(Dysphagia) 
20 100% 
7 Swollen lymph glands in the neck 4 20% 
8 Bad breath ( Halitosis) 12 60% 
9 Cough 17 85% 
10 Ear ache 6 30% 
11 Loss of appetite (Anorexia) 12 60% 
12 Joint pains 6 30% 
13 Constipation 6 30% 
14 Abdominal pain 2 40% 
15 Nausea and vomiting 10 50% 
 
 Among 20 cases all patients were having Sorethroat, Dysphagia, 
Yellowor white coating of tonsils. 17 cases has Cough and Redness of the 
tonsils and 14 has fever. 
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14. OBSERVATION OF HAEMATOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS: 
 
  Blood  test was carried out both before treatment and after treatment. 
 
1. Observation of haemoglobin level 
In all the patients, the hemoglobin level was between 65mg% to 
72mg% . There was no marked changes in hemoglobin level before the 
commencemtn of treatment and after treatment 
 
2. Observation of Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate: 
Due to infection, in all cases, erythrocyte sedimentation rate was 
found to be elevated, The rate invariably got reduced in all cases during 
the course of treatement and the ESR of all cases were normal after 
treatment. 
 
Erythrocyte Sedimentaion rate  (ESR/ hour)  before treatment: 
 
S.No ESR/hour in mm No. of cases (Out of 20) percentage 
1. 10 and below 4 20% 
2. 11- 20 6 30% 
3. 21 – 30 8 40% 
4. 31 – 40 2 10% 
 
Erythrocyte Sedimentaion rate  (ESR/ hour)  After treatment: 
 
S.No ESR/hour in mm No. of cases (Out of 20) percentage 
1. 10 and below 10 50% 
2. 11- 20 8 40% 
3. 21 – 30 2 10% 
4. 31 – 40 - - 
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3. OBSERVATION OF TOTAL LEUCOCYTE COUNT: 
Total leucocyte count /  cu.mm before treatment 
S.No Total leucocyte  / 
cu.mm 
No. of Cases 
 (Out of 20) 
Percentage 
1. 8,000 – 10,000 11 55% 
2. 10,000 – 11,000 5 25% 
3. 11,000 – 12,000 4 20% 
 
Total leucocyte count /  cu.mm  after treatment 
S.No Total leucocyte  / 
cu.mm 
No. of Cases  
(Out of 20) 
Percentage 
1. 8,000 – 10,000 14 70% 
2. 10,000 – 11,000 6 30% 
3. 11,000 – 12,000 - - 
The total leucocyte count was found elevated in all patients before 
treatment. After treatment all patients showed a decrease in the total 
leucocyte count 
 
RESULTS 
 Among 20 cases the results were observed as follows. 
S.No Result No. of cases (Out of 20 ) percentage 
1. Good 15 75% 
2. Moderate 5 25% 
3. Poor - - 
 
75%  (15 cases) showed  good results and 25%  showed moderate 
response. No case showed poor response. These results are based on the 
clinical improvement. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
 Annaku Thooru Azharchi is one among  the upper respiratory tract 
infections as the location of tonsils is being the opening of both alimentary 
system and respiratory system. And it is a main problem of pediatrics 
especially in the developing countries  like ours . 
  In chronic and repeated infections, removal of the tonsilis is the only 
way of treatment. But tonsillectomy carries the real complication like 
haemorrhage, Post operative infections, etc., Life threatening problems like 
Rheumatic fever can take route from Tonsillits. 
 In the current study  20 In patient cases were selected at  Govt. 
Siddha Medical College Hospital  (Post Graduate Kuzhanthai Maruthuvam 
ward) Palayamkottai and treated with Karpooravalli Mathirai. 
 
Age: 
 Out of 20 cases, 13 cases came under the age group of  6  - 11 
years. During this age group the child studies in the primary school and 
exposed to more variety of pathogens. This factor coincides with the theory  
that tonsillar infections are particularly liable to occur when the child is 
exposed to a large number of other children for the first time, that is on the 
primary studies. 
 
Sex :  
 In this study, among the 20 cases 16 were male ( 80%)  and 4 were 
female (20%) . Though numbe of male children was higher than females, 
there is no apparent sex predililection 
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Kaalam : 
 Eventhough Therayar Maruthuva Bharatham indicates as Vatha 
kalam from Birth time . In Ayul Thoda nirnayam according to Sathaga nadi, 
Rathna Suruka Nadi the early 33 years and 4 months are kapha kalam. So 
based on this aspect the 20 cases were selected as in Kapha kalam. 
 
Paruva Kaalam : 
 In elevenil kaalam soure taste gets thannilai valarchi and astringent 
taste gets vetrunilai valarchi. This increased the kabama and makes the 
kaba part Annakku to be highly infected. 
 In koothirkaalam and munpani kaalam sugar taste increases kabam. 
so kabam gets thannilai valarchi and pitham gets vetrunilai valarchi. As per 
the pitha purakaruvikal Annakku gets more infected. 
 
Thinai  (or)  Land incidence: 
 Siddhars indicated Marutha nilam is entirely free of diseases and its 
the correct place for human beings to live. But nowadays we are in highly 
polluted places and our  environments, Diet habits are completely changed 
from our ancestors. Majority cases from Tirunelveli and surroundings, 
which are very hot among marutha nilam is being a land with Annakku 
Thooru Azharchi as a common one. 
 
Socio – economic Status: 
 14 cases were from the poor . Socio economic status where there 
places are thickly congested and unhygenic habits are very common. 
Drinking infected and unboiled water, using some vessels for many, poor 
hygenic foods makes them to have Annaku Thooru Azharchi more.  
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Etiology: 
 The aetiological factors mentioned causes derangement in Kabam 
and Pitham to produce Annaku thooru Azharchi 
 In siddha  system, a disease is caused mainly by the derangement 
of the three Uyir thathukkal. 
 In modern medicine Streptococcus pyrogens is the most common 
organism to cause Tonsillitis . Others are staphylococci, pneumococci, 
Adenoviruses, Influenza viruses and Enteroviruses 
 The micro organism which cause Annakku thooru Azharchi are 
present everywhere and only when the conditions are properly sit and the 
immunity  of the human body gets  lowered the organisms affects him. 
 So in Modern medicine Tonsillitis is due to infection ad individuals 
Immune responses. 
 
Clinical Features: 
 In all 20 cases the signs and symptoms of Annakku thooru  Azharchi 
were observed during the study. Sore throat, Yellow  (or) white coating on 
the tonsils painful, Difficult swallowing were present in all cases. And 
Fever, cough, bad breath, Anorexia, Nausea  and Vomiting were also 
present in some cases. 
 In all cases blood was tested and confirmed for the presence of 
Increased Leucocyte count and Erythrocyte Sedimentation rate both 
before and after treatment. 
 
Comparative clinical study:  
 All the cases were treated with Karpooravalli mathirai for an average 
of five days in patients and followed as outpatients. The relief from signs 
and symptoms was observed from the second day onwards in general. 
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 Blood was once again tested after the completion of treatment. The 
total leucocyte count was normal then and also the erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate 
 In five cases, there was continuous fever for the first four days of 
treatment and they were advised to take modern treatment to control fever 
 There were no complications of any system during the course of 
treatment in any case 
 As per the Siddha materia medica the major drug Karpooravalli has 
expectorant action and they are widely used in Kaba diseases. Manjal 
Karisalai kanni the plant which are used in the preparation of Karpooravalli 
mathirai possess Deobstruent action and it is also prescribed in siddha 
system for kabam, pandu , Suram.  Honey also has expectorant and 
antiseptic actions. So all the above drugs are proved to be effective in 
Annakku Thooru Azharchi  
 The pharmacological studies revealed that Karpooravalli Mathirai 
posses Moderate anti – inflammatory action both acute and chronic and 
moderate analgesic and less anti-pyretic actions. So they are effective in 
Annakku thooru Azarchi, in which the inflammation of tonsils, Pain and 
irritation of the throat and fever are reduced and cured. 
 The anti- bacterial study of karpooravalli mathirai revealed its very 
good efficacy against Group A streptococcus,staphylococcus aureus, 
pseudomonas aeruginosa. Its efficacy was good only at higher 
concentration. 
 Chemical analysis of the drugs reveals Karpoora valli mathirai has 
calcium , Sulphate, Ferrous, Tannic acid. 
 Calcium is very important for growth  of bones and development of 
teeth. it is necessary for coagulation of blood. 
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Ferrous is an essential constituent of hemoglobin. The main 
functions are transport of oxgen to the tissue, participation in cellular 
oxidation mechanism. 
Tannic acid was used as an astringent, an antidote for various 
poisons and a topical hemostatic. Tannic acids plays in major role in 
tonsillities by reduced the infection and swelling of the tonsils. 
Clinically, there was satisfactory improvement in all 20 cases and no 
toxic effects  (or) side effects were proved in any case 
 All the patients, at the end of the treatment were advised to contact 
the out patient department for the purpose of further follow up in case of  
recurrence. 
 
Advice: 
Dietary and Habitual 
 Cold stuffs should be avoided 
 Drink only boiled water 
 Use seperate vessels for eating, drinking 
 Take warm drinks at regular intervals. 
 Don’t engage in cool air, rain  (or) snowfall 
 Most of the cases were from poor socio economic status, they were 
advised to enhance their hygiene in all the possible ways. 
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SUMMARY 
 
 In siddha system of medicine even though many disease of children 
were explained with their classification, symptoms and treatment. Annakku 
Thooru Azharchi was not explained elaborately . Siddhars had mentioned 
many medicines for this disease. So from the available text. Annakku 
thooru Azharchi  signs, symptoms and clinical features were collected and 
the medicines mentioned are taken for the study . 
 Majority of childrens has annakkuthorru azharchi as common 
problem in their early stage of life. Annakku thooru Azharchi . Clinical 
feature reveals that this is a disease of tonsils and has close association 
with the immunity of the children . It is one of the common upper 
respiratory infection affecting children 
 Among 20 cases, diagnosis established by siddha and modern 
methodology reveals that the incidence of Annakku thooru Azharchi is 
greater in childrens with age group of  6 -11 years. 
 During this study the incidence of disease was more common in 
Elavenil and Munpani. In elavenil sour taste gets thannilai valarchi and 
astrigent tastes gets vetrunilai valarchi which increases kabam. This 
makes high incidence of Annakuru Thooru Azharchi. In munpani kaalam 
sugar tastes gets tannilai varlarchi and pungent taste gets vetrunilai 
valarchi which makes the Annakku Thooru Azharchi. 
 The Envaai thervugal  helped to diagnose disease to a large extent. 
To confirm the diagnosis the available modern techniques , described 
previously were employed 
 Regarding the treatment, all the patients were treated with Karpoora 
valli mathirai. internally for an average of 5-6 days. The observation made 
during this study showed that the trial medicine was clinically effective . 
 Their blood tests also showed encouraging improvement  
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 The pharmacological action of the trial drug has moderate acute anti 
– inflammatory , analgesic and chronic anti –inflammatory actions. The anti 
pyretic action of karpooravalli mathirai was mild 
 Anti  bacterial activity of the trial drug was sensitive against Group A 
streptococcus,staphylococcus aureus, pseudomonas aeruginosa. 
 Biochemical analysis  revealed the trial drugs contains calcium, 
sulphate, ferrous and Tannic acid. 
 The improvement in the conditions of the patients was  observed 
from the second day of treatment itself in general. All the patients showed 
very good response. no patients developed any adverse side effect. The 
action of the drug and progress in patients symptoms encouraging 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 The treatment of karpooravalli mathirai for Annakku  Thooru 
Azharchi showed good results. 
 The trial drug is easily palatable to children 
 Raw drugs of this trial medicine is easily available and the 
preparation of medicine is also simple. 
 The cost of trial medicine is comparatively very low. 
 Drug is safe for the treatment of childrens as though all the 
ingredients are herbals. 
 No adverse effects were noticed during the course of treatment 
 
  So it is concluded that in developing country like India, the therapy of 
Karpooravalli Mathirai can be very good in the view of efficacy, safety 
and cost , in the chemotheraphy for Annakku Thooru Azharchi. 
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INDIVIDUAL DESCRIPTION OF THE TIRAL DRUGS 
 
1. fw;G+uts;sp 
gad;gLk; cWg;G   : r%yk; 
Rit   : fhh;g;G 
jd;ik  :  ntg;gk; 
gphpT   : fhh;g;G 
 
nghJFzk; 
 ‘fhr ,Uky; fjpj;jk R+hpiaak; 
 NgR GwePh;f;Nfhit NgUq;fhz; - tPRRuq; 
 fw;ghiw nahj;J neQ;rpw; $l;Lfgk; thjKk; Nghq; 
 fw;G+u ts;spjidf; fz;L “ 
     - mfj;jpah; Fzghlk; 
 
 fw;G+uts;spapdhy; fhrk; vd;fpw nghbapUky;> mk;ikf;nfhg;Gsk;>  
Iaf;Fw;wk;> GwePh;f;Nfhit > khh;gpw; Iaf;fl;L > thjf;fLg;G Mfpait 
Nghk; 
 
Botanical Name   : Plectranthus Ambonicus  ( Lour)  spreug  
(Coleus ambonicus. Lour :  C. aromabicus. 
Benth) 
Family   :  Lamiaceae 
Chemical constituents  :  Volatile oil, Acids , chrysoeriol, luteolin,  
Apigenin and Taxifolin 
Medical uses   :  Chronic cough and Asthma, Dyspepsia,  
Urinary disease, Carminative, Colic 
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2. Rf;F : 
gad;gLk; cWg;G : fpoq;F ( cyh;e;jJ) 
Rit   : fhh;g;G 
jd;ik  : ntg;gk; 
gphpT   : fhh;g;G 
 
nghJFzk; : 
 R+iy ke;jk; neQ;nrhpg;G NjhlNkg; gk;koiy 
 %yk; ,iug;gpUky; %f;FePh; - thjfg 
 Njhlkjp rhuk; ....................................................... 
................................................................................................... 
      - mfj;jpah; Fzghlk; 
Rf;fpdhy; ,iug;G > ,Uky; > ePNuw;wk; > jiyNeha; > Ia Ruk; > 
nrhpahik> ntg;gk; Nghk; 
 
Botanical Name   : Zingiber officinale 
Family    :  Zingiberaceae 
Chemical Constituents :  A Volatile oil, fat, a crude, liquid, oleo resin,  
Gingerol  (or)  Gingerin, Starch. 
Volatile oil contains Camphene & Phellandrene resin contains 
protocatechuic acid 
Medicinal  value  :   Asthma, Cough, Dyspnoea, anaemia,  
Diseases of  kapham, Stomach disorders. 
3. Á¢ÇÌ 
 ÀÂýÀÎõ ¯ÚôÒ  : Å¢¨¾ 
 Í¨Å   : ¨¸ôÒ, ¸¡÷ôÒ 
 ¾ý¨Á   : ¦ÅôÀõ 
 À¢Ã¢×   : ¸¡÷ôÒ 
 
¦À¡ÐÌ½õ: 
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 º£¾ÍÃõ À¡ñÎ º¢§ÄòÁí ¸¢Ã¡½¢ ÌýÁõ 
 Å¡¾õ «Õº¢ À¢ò¾õ Á¡ãÄõ - ´ÐºýÉ¢ 
 Â¡ºÁ ÀŠÁ¡Ãõ «¼ý§Á¸õ ¸¡Á¢¨Å 
 ¿¡ºí ¸È¢ Á¢Ç¸¢É¡ø 
    - «¸ò¾¢Â÷ Ì½À¡¼õ 
 Á¢Ç¸¢É¡ø ÌÇ¢÷ÍÃõ, ¸¡ºõ, §¸¡¨Æ, Í¨ÅÂ¢ý¨Á, ºýÉ¢Â¡ºõ, 
À¡ñÎ §À¡ýÈ §¿¡ö¸û Ì½Á¡Ìõ. 
 
Botanical Name  : Piper nigrum 
Family   : Piperaceae 
Chemical constituents : A volatile alkaloid piperine, Piperidine a  
balsamic volatile oil, fat. 
Mesocarp contains chavicin, a green acrid concrete oil, a balsamic 
volatile oil, starch lignin, gum, proteids, piperidine. 
 
Medicinal value 
Internal  : Useful in Kabha, Vatha, Asthma, disease of the  
throat inflammation. 
External  : Local application for relaxed sorethroat.  
 
 4. jpg;gpyp  
 gad;gLk; cWg;G  :  fha; > mhprp (cyh;e;jJ) 
 Rit   :  ,dpg;G 
 jd;ik   :  ntg;gk; 
 gphpT    : ,dpg;G 
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nghJFzk;: 
 MrdNeha; njhz;il Neha; Mtuz gpj;j Kjy; 
 ehrptpop fhjpit Neha; ehl;GONeha; .......... 
 ........................................................................................ 
- Njiuah; Fzthflk; 
jpg;gpypahy; njhz;il Neha; >  %f;F> fhJ>  fz;Nzha;>  jiytyp > 
,Uky; Kjypa Neha;fs; NghFk;. 
 
Botanical  name   :  PIPER LONGUM 
Family     :  PIPERACEAE 
Chemical Constituents :  Resine, Volatile oil, Starch, Gum, Fatty oil,  
   Inorganic matter and Alkaloid. 
Medicinal Value: 
 Root -  Useful in Vatha, Kapha, Asthma, Bronchitis, Hicough 
 
5. fLf;fha; : 
 gad;gLk; cWg;G : Njhy; 
 Rit :  5 Rit cila fLf;fhapy; Njhy; -  fhh;g;G RitahFk;. 
 jd;ik :  ntg;gk; 
 gphpT :  ,dpg;G 
 
nghJFzk; :  
 ‘fLf;fhAe; jhAq; fUjp nyhd;nwd; whYk;  
 fLf;fha;j; jha;f;fjpfq; fhz; eP - fLf;fha;Neha; 
 Xl;b Alw;Nww;Wk; cw;wtd;id NahRitfs; 
 Cl;bAlw; Nww;W Kte;J” 
       mfj;jpah; Fzthflk; 
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  fLf;fha; clw;gpzpfis Xl;b cliy Njw;Wk;. Ritapd;ik> 
Nfhio ntspg;gLjy;>  njhz;ilf;fk;ky;> ehtpNdha;fs;> ghz;L> 
kyf;fl;L> mrPuzk;> tha;g;Gz; Kjypa Neha;fisg; Nghf;Fk;. 
 
Botanical name   :  Terminalia chebula 
Family   :  Combretaceae 
Chemical constituents  : Tannic acid & Gallic acid, Mucilage,  
   Chebulinic acid 
Medicinal uses   :  Jaundice, cough , Dyspnoea, Haemorrhage,  
   Polyuria. 
6. jhd;wpf;fha; 
gad;gLk; cWg;G :  Njhy; 
Rit   : Jth;g;G 
jd;ik  : ntg;gk; 
gphpT   : ,dpg;G 
 
nghJFzk; 
 ‘Mzpg;nghd; Nkdpf; foFk; xspAkpFk; 
 Nfhzpf;nfhs; thjgpj;jf; nfhs;ifNghk;  -  jhdpf;fha; 
 nfhz;lth;f;F Nkfkwk; $wh mdw;wzpAk; 
 fz;lthf;;F thjk;Nghk; fhd;”. 
jhd;wpf;fhahy;  tsp > jP  > Fw;wq;fshy; tUk; Neha;fs; Nghk; . 
clYf;F moifAk; > xspiaAk; nfhLj;J Kf;Fw;wq;fisAk; 
jd;dpiyg;gLj;Jk; 
 
Botanical name  : Terminalia bellirica 
Family   : Combretaceae 
Chemical constituents :   Gallo Tannic acid, Colouring matter, Resin  
and  greenish yellow oil. 
Medicinal value  : Cough, Hoarseness of voice, Sore throat and  
Dyspepsia 
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7. ney;ypf;fha; : 
 gad;gLk; cWg;G  : tpij (cyh;e;jJ) 
 Rit    : Gspg;G  > Jth;g;G > ,dpg;G 
 jd;ik   : jl;gk; 
 gphpT    : ,dpg;G 
 
nghJFzk; : 
 gpj;jkd iyak; gPerk;tha; ePh; the;jp 
ke;jkyf; fhLk; kaf;fKkpy; - xj;jTU 
tpy;ypf;fh ak;kUq;fh nkd;dhl;fh ye;Njh;e;Nj 
ney;ypfh ak;kUe; JzP 
     - Njiuah; Fzthflk; 
 
ney;ypf;fhahy; gPdprk; > tha; ePh;r;Rug;G> the;jp> jiyr;Royy;> 
kyge;jk; Nghk; . mjd; Gspg;ghy; > Jth;g;ghy; IaKk; ePq;Fk; 
 
Botanical Name  : Phyllanthus emblica 
Family     : Euphorbiaceae 
Chemical constituents  : Gallic acid, Tannic acid, Gum, Sugar, Albumin,  
  Cellulose   and Mineral matter.  
Medicinal value  :  Chronic fever, Disorders of blood, Vomitting,  
   asthma,  Tuberculosis, Dyspnoea, Constipation. 
8. kQ;rs; fhprhiy: 
gad;gLk; cWg;G  : G+z;L 
Rit    : ifg;G 
jd;ik   : ntg;gk; 
gphpT    : fhh;g;G 
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nghJFzk; :  
 Fuw;fk;kw; fhkhiy Fl;lnkhL Nrhig  
 Aww;ghz;L gd;Ndh nahopa epuw;nrhd;d 
 nka;ahe; jfiunahj;j kPsp z;Z ew;Gyj;Jf;  
 ifahe; jfiunahj;jf; fhy; 
- mfj;jpah; Fzghlk; 
kQ;rs; fhprhiyahy; FuYWg;G Neha;> fhkhiy> Fl;lk;>  ghz;L >  
tPf;fk; > gy;Neha; Mfpait Nghk; 
 
Botanical Name  : Eclipta alba 
Family   : Asteraceae 
Chemical constituents  : Resin and Ecliptine alkaloid. 
Medicinal value   : Cholagogue  Juice of leaves  – Catarrh, cough 
Paste of the plant -  applied to chronic glandular  
swelling and skin diseases. 
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BIO - CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF KARPOORAVALLI MATHIRAI 
 
PREPARATION OF THE EXTRACT 
 5gms of choornam was weighed accurately and placed in a 250ml 
clean  beaker. Then 50ml distilled water was added and dissolved well. 
Then it was boiled well for about 10 minutes. It was cooled and filtered in a 
100ml volumetric flask and then it is made up to 100ml with distilled water. 
This fluid was taken for analysis. 
 
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 
S.NO EXPERIMENT OBSERVATION INFERENCE
1. TEST FOR CALCIUM 
2ml of the above prepared extract 
is taken in a clean test tube.  2 ml 
of 4% Ammonium oxalate solution 
is added to it. 
A white 
precipitate is 
formed. 
Indicates the 
presence of 
calcium. 
2. TEST FOR SULPHATE: 
2ml of the extract is added to 5% 
barium chloride solution. 
A white 
precipitate is 
formed. 
Indicates the 
presence of 
sulphate. 
3. TEST FOR CHLORIDE 
The extract is treated with silver 
nitrate solution. 
No white 
precipitate is 
formed. 
Absence of 
chloride. 
4. TEST FOR CARBONATE 
The substance is treated with 
concentrated HCL. 
No brisk 
effervescence is 
formed. 
Absence  
Of  
Carbonate. 
5. TEST FOR STARCH 
The extract is added with weak 
iodine solution. 
No blue colour 
is formed. 
Absence of 
starch. 
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6. TEST FOR IRON-FERRIC 
The extract is treated with 
concentrated Glacial acetic acid 
and potassium ferro cyanide.         
                       
No blue colour 
is formed. 
Absence of 
ferric iron. 
7. TEST OF IRON 
FERROUS: 
The extract is treated with 
concentrated Nitric acid and 
ammonium thio cynate. 
Blood red colour 
is formed. 
Indicates 
trace 
amount of 
ferrous is 
present. 
8. TEST FOR PHOSPHATE 
The extract is treated with 
ammonium Molybdate and 
concentrated nitric acid. 
No yellow 
precipitate is 
formed. 
Absence of 
phosphate. 
9. TEST FOR ALBUMIN  
The extract is treated with ferric 
chloride. 
No yellow 
precipitate is 
formed . 
Absence of  
Albumin. 
10. TEST FOR TANNIC ACID 
The extract is treated with 
Esbach’s reagent. 
 
Blue black 
precipitate is 
formed. 
Indicates the 
presence of 
tannic acid. 
11. TEST FOR UNSATURATION 
Potassium permanganate solution 
is added 
to the extract. 
It gets 
decolourised. 
Indicates the 
presence of 
unsaturated 
compound. 
12. TEST FOR THE REDUCING 
SUGAR 
5ml of Benedict’s qualitative 
No colour 
change occurs 
Absence of 
Reducing 
sugar 
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solution is taken in a test tube and 
allowed to boil for 2 mts and 
added 8-10 drops of the extract 
and again boil it for 2 mts. 
13. TEST FOR AMINO ACID: 
One or two drops of the extract is 
placed on a filter paper and dried 
it  well. After drying, 1% Ninhydrin 
is sprayed over the same and 
dried it well. 
No Violet colour 
is formed. 
Absence of 
Amino acid 
 
 
 The above analysis indicates the presences of calcium sulphate, 
ferrous and tannic acid in Karpooravalli mathirai. 
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PHARMACOLOGICAL STUDIES 
ACUTE ANTI INFLAMMATORY STUDY ON KARPOORAVALLI 
MATHIRAI – BY HIND-PAW METHOD IN ALBINO RATS 
(Winter etal, 1962) 
Aim: 
 To study the Acute Anti-inflammatory effect of karpooravalli Mathirai. 
 
Preparation of the test drug: 
2 gm of Karpooravalli mathirai choornam was dissolved in 10 ml of milk. 
A dose of 2 ml was given to each rat. This 2 ml contains 200 mg of the 
test drug. 
 
Procedure: 
 Nine healthy albino rats weighing 100-150 gm were taken and 
divided into three groups, each consisting of 3 rats. 
 
 First group was kept as control by giving distilled water of 2 ml / 100 
gm of body weight. The second group was given Ibubrufen at dose of 20 
mg / 100 gm of body weight. The third group received the test drug 
karpooravalli mathirai choornam 200 mg / 100 gm of body weight. 
 
 Before administration of test drug, the hind – paw volumes of all rats 
were measured. This was done by dipping the hind-paw (up to tibio – 
tarsal function) into a mercury plethysmography. While dipping the hind-
paw, by pulling the syringe piston, the level of mercury in the centre small 
tube was made to coincide with red marking and reading was noted from 
the plethysmograph.  
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 Soon after the measurement , the drugs were administered orally. 
One hour later, a subcutaneous injection of 0.1 ml of 1% (w/v) carrageenin 
in water was made into plantar surface of both hind-paw of each rat. Three 
hours after carrageein injection, the hind – paw volumes were measured 
once again. The differences between the initial and final volumes were 
calculated and compared.  
 
 The method is more suitable for studying the anti-inflammatory 
activity in acute inflammation. The values are given in the table: 
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EFFECT OF KARPOORAVALLI MATHIRAI 
 
Group 
Name of the 
drugs 
Dose / 100 gm 
of body weight 
Initial 
reading 
average 
Final 
reading 
average 
Mean 
difference 
% of 
inflammation 
% 
Inhibition 
Remarks 
Control water 1 ml 0.65 1.5 0.85 100.0 - - 
standard Ibubrufen 20 mg/1ml 0.80 0.85 0.05 6.25 93.75 - 
Test 
drug 
Karpooravalli 
Mathirai 
200mg/1ml 0.80 1.3 0.50 55.5 44.5 Moderate 
Action 
 
Inference: 
 The test drug karpooravalli mathirai has moderate Acute Anti-inflammatory action. 
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CHRONIC ANTI-INFLAMMATORY STUDY OF KARPOORAVALLI 
MATHIRAI BY COTTON-PELLETS GRANULOMA METHOD 
 
Aim: 
 To study the chronic anti-inflammatory activity of the drug 
karpooravalli mathirai in albino rats by cotton pellets implantation 
(Granuloma) method. 
 
Procedure: 
 Cotton pellets each weighing 10 mg were prepared and sterilised in 
an autoclave for about 1 hour under 15 Ibs atmospheric  pressure. 6 albino 
rats weighing between 100 to 200 gm were selected and were divided into 
3 groups, each contained 2 rats. Each rat was anaesthetised with ether 
and cotton pellets were implanted subcutaneously in the groin , two in 
each side. 
 From the day of implantation, one group of animals received 
karpooravalli mathirai choornam at a dose of 200 mg / 100 gm of body 
weight. Another group of animals were received distilled water. Last group 
was given Ibubrufen at a dose of 20 mg / 100 gm of body weight. 
 On the eighth day, the rats were sacrificed and the pellets were 
removed and weighed. Then they were put in an incubator at 600c to 800c 
and then weighed. 
 The concordant weights were noted for all groups and compared.  
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THE EFFECT OF KARPOORAVALLI MATHIRAI IN CHRONIC ANTI-INFLAMMATORY STUDY 
 
SI.
No 
Name of the 
drugs/ 
groups 
Dose / 100 
gm of body 
weight 
Pellet 
weight 
Pellet weight of the 
Granuloma of drugs
Mean 
difference 
% of 
inflammation 
% 
Inhibition 
Remarks
1 water 1 ml 10 mg 250 mg - 100.0 - - 
2 Ibubrufen 20 mg/  ml 10 mg 56 mg - 22.4 77.6 - 
3 Karpooravalli 
mathirai 
200 mg/1ml 10 mg 125 mg - 50 50 
 
Moderate
 
Inference: 
 Karpooravalli mathirai showed moderate action in Chronic Anti-inflammatory conditions as per this 
method.  
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ANALGESIC STUDY ON KARPOORAVALLI MATHIRAI BY TAILFLICK 
METHOD IN ALBINO RATS 
Aim: 
 To study the anolgesic effect of karpooravalli mathirai. 
 
Preparation of the test drug: 
 1 gm of karpooravalli mathirai choornam was dissolved in 10 ml milk. 
A dose of 2 ml was given to each rat. This 2 ml contains 200 mg of the test 
drug. 
 
Instrument: 
 Analgesio meter (or) Dolori meter using heated michrome wire as 
the source of stimulus. 
 
Procedure: 
 Three groups of healthy albino rats on both sexes were selected, 
each group having 3 rats. Each rat was put inside a rat holder with the tail 
projecting out fully. The tip of the tail was kept over the michrome wire of 
the analgesic meter without touching it.  
 
 Now the current of 5 MA was passed through the analgesic meter to 
heat the microme wire by switching it on, at the some time starting a stop 
watch. The time taken for the rat to flick the tail was noted. This is the 
reaction time. The reaction time is noted for each rat and the average is 
calculated. 
 
 First group was given 2 ml of distilled water and kept as control. 
Second group was administered with paracetamol at a close of 20 mg / 
100 gm of body weight orally. The test drug karpooravalli mathirai was 
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administered to the third group at a dose of 200 mg / 100 gm of body 
weight. 
 After the lapse of half an hour and one hour, the reaction time of 
each rat was noted in each group at an interval of 2 minutes (when a rat 
fails to flick the tail, it should not be continued beyond 8 seconds to avoid 
injury) and the average was calculated. 
 
 The results of control group, standard group and drug treated group 
were tabulated and compared. 
 
 
EFFECT OF KARPOORAVALLI MATHIRAI 
 
 
Inference: 
 Karpooramalli mathirai the test drug has moderate analgesic action.  
SI. 
No 
Name of the 
drugs / 
groups 
Dose / 
100 gm 
of body 
weight 
Initial 
reading 
After drug 
administration 
Remarks
½ hr 
Average 
1 hr 
Average 
1 water 1 ml 2.5 sec 2.5 2.5  
2 Paracetomal 20 mg / 
1 ml 
2.5 sec 4.0 5.0  
3 Karpooravalli 
mathirai 
200 mg / 
1 ml 
2.5 sec 3.5 3.5 Moderate
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ANTI – PYRETIC STUDY OF KARPOORAVALLI MATHIRAI  
( By yeast induced method) 
Aim: 
 To study the anti pyretic activity of karpooravalli mathirai 
Procedure: 
 Group of six albino rats were selected and divided equally into 3 
groups. All the rats were made hyperthermic by subcutaneous injection of 
12% suspension of yeast at a dose of 1 ml / 100 gm of body weight. 10 
hours later one group of animals was given the test drug by gastric tube at 
a dose of 250 mg / ml and the second group received only distilled water at 
a dose of 2 ml. Third group received standard drug paracetomol 20 mg / 
ml. Then mean rectal temperature for the 3 groups were recorded at 0 
hour, 1 ½ hours, 3 hours and 4 ½ hours after the drug administration. The 
difference between the mean temperature of the control group and that of 
the other groups was measured. 
 
TABULATION OF RESULTS OBTAINED 
SI. 
No 
Name of the 
drugs / 
groups 
Dose / 
100 
gm of 
body 
weight 
Initial 
temperature 
in 
centigrade 
After drug administration 
Remarks 1 ½ hr 
Average
3 hr 
Average
4 ½ hr 
Average 
1 water  1 ml 37 0C 37.5 38.5 39  
2 Paracetomal 20 mg 
/ 1 ml 
37.5 0C 36 35.5 34  
3 Karpooravalli 
mathirai 
200 
mg / 1 
ml 
37 0C 37 36 36 Significant
 
Inference: Karpooravalli mathirai has significant antipyretic action. 
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ANNEXURE - III 
ANTI-MICROBIAL (BACTERIAL) ACTIVITY OF 
KARPOORA VALLI MATHIRAI 
 
Aim: 
 To identify the anti-microbial (Bacterial) activity of karpoora valli 
mathirai against Group A Streptococcus, Staphylococcus, Klebsiella, 
Psuedomonas and Proteus. 
 
 
Medium : Muller Hinton agar 
 
 
Components of Medium: 
 Beef extract  : 300gms /lit 
 Agar   : 17gms /lit 
 Starch  : 1.50gms /lit 
 Casein Hydrolysate: 17.50gms /lit 
 Distilled Water : 1000 ml 
 pH    : 7.6 
 
 
Procedure: 
 The media was prepared from the above components and poured 
and dried on a Petri dish.The organism was streaked on the medium and 
the test drug (1 gm drug in 10 ml of Water) was placed on the medium. 
This is incubated at 370C for one over might and observed for the 
susceptbility  shown up clearance around the drug. 
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Result: 
 
  The test drug Seethapethym chooranam was sensitive against 
Group A Streptrococcus, Staphylococcus aureus, Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa and nor sensitive against Klebsiella pnemoniea and Proteus 
mirabilis.   
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 ANNEXURE VI 
GOVERNMENT SIDDHA MEDICAL COLLEGE 
POST – GRADUATE DEPARTMENT PALAYAMKOTTAI, 
TIRUNELVELI – 627 002. 
Branch IV- KUZHANDHAI MARUTHUVAM. 
Proforma of Case Sheet for Annakku Thooru Azharichi 
 
 
 
 
Ward  :     Religion  : 
I.P.No :     Nationality  : 
Bed No :      Date of admission : 
Name  :     Date of discharge : 
Age  :     Diagnosis  : 
Sex  :     Result  : 
Fathers Name:     Medical Officer : 
Occupation : 
Income : 
Address :          
Informant : 
Complaints and Duration: 
History of Present illness: 
History of Previous illness: 
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Birth History   : 
 1) Antenatal history              
 2) Perinatal history 
 3) Neonatal history 
Developmental history : 
Dietetic history  : 
Feeding history  : 
Family history  : 
Socio economic history : 
Immunization history : 
 
General conditions on examination: 
Consciousness  : 
Decubitus  : 
Stature   : 
  Height : 
  Weight : 
  Head Circumference: 
  Mid arm circumference: 
Nutrition   : 
Facies   : 
Skin changes  : 
Pallor   : 
Cyanosis  : 
Jaundice   : 
Brythema  : 
Haemangioma  : 
Lymphadenopathy : 
Clubbing   : 
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Koilonychia  : 
Jugular Vein pulsation: 
Abdominal distention : 
Engorge veins  : 
Pedal Oedema  : 
Temperature  : 
Pulse     
Rate/Minute  : 
Rhythm  :  
Volume  : 
Character  : 
Peripheral pulses : 
Heart rate  : 
Rate/Minute  :  
Respiratory  Rate 
 Rate/Minute :  
 Type  :  
 Character : 
Blood Pressure :               
     Right   Left  
 Upper limb  : 
 Lower limb  : 
Congential abnormalities (if any) 
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SIDDHA ASPECTS 
 Nilam: 
 Kurinchi    : 
 Mullai     : 
 Marutham    : 
 Neithal    : 
 Palai     : 
 
Paruvakalam: 
 Kaar (Aavani – Purattasi) : 
 Koothir (Iyppasi – Karthigai) : 
 Munpani (Markazhi – Thai) : 
 Pinpani (Masi – Panguni) : 
 Elavenil (Chithirai – Vaikasi) : 
 Muthuvenil (Aani – Aadi)  : 
 
Udal Nilai 
 Vatham    : 
 Pitham    : 
 Kabam    : 
 Kalappu    : 
 Gunam: 
 Sathuvam    : 
 Rasatham    : 
 Thamasam    : 
 Mummalam 
 Malam    : 
 Moothiram    : 
 Viyarvai    : 
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 Poripulangal 
 Mei     : 
 Vaai     : 
 Kan     : 
 Mooku    :      
 Sevi     : 
 Kanmendhriyam: 
 Kai     -  
 Kaal     -  
 Vaai     -  
 Eruvaai    -  
 Karuvaai    -  
Pira Uruppukalin nilai: 
 Iruthayam    : 
 Puppusam    : 
 Eraippai    : 
 Kalleeral    : 
 Manneeral    : 
 Kudal     : 
 Siruneeragam   : 
 Siruneerpai    : 
 Moolai    : 
 
Uyir Thathukkal: 
 Vatham: 
  Pirannan   : 
  Abannan   : 
  Viyannan   : 
  Uthannan   : 
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  Samannan   : 
  Naagan   : 
  Koorman   : 
  Kirukaran   : 
  Dhevathathan  : 
  Dhananjeyan  : 
Pitha: 
  Analam   : 
  Ranjegam   :   
  Sathagam   :  
  Pirasagam   :   
  Alosagam   : 
 Kapha:       
  Avalambagam  : 
  Kilethagam   : 
  Pothagam   : 
  Tharpagam   : 
  Sandhigam   : 
Udar Thathukkal: 
 Saaram    : 
 Senneer    : 
 Oon     : 
 Kozhuppu    : 
 Enbu     :  
 Moolai    : 
 Sukkilam/Suronitham  : 
Ennvagai Thervugal: 
 Naa     : 
 Niram     : 
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 Mozhi     : 
 Vizhi     : 
 Sparisam    :  
Malam   
 Niram     : 
 Edai     : 
 Erugal    : 
 Elagal    : 
Moothiram 
  Neerkuri    :    
  Niram    :  
  Edai    : 
  Manam   : 
  Nurai    :  
  Enjal    : 
         Neikuri    : 
Naadi   : 
 
MODERN ASPECTS 
 
SYSTEMIC EXAMINATION: 
EXAMINATION OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM: 
EXAMINATION OF UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT: 
GENERAL EXAMINATION 
 Sore Throat  : 
 Fever  : 
 Dysphagia  : 
 Cough  : 
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 Nasal Stuffiness : 
 Rhinitis  : 
 Headache  : 
 Dyspnea  : 
 Wheezing  : 
 Coryza  : 
LOCAL EXAMINATION 
NECK 
 Tonsillar node enlargement  : 
 Tenderness   : 
 Other cervical glands  : 
  Anterior   : 
  Posterior   : 
  Upper   : 
  Superficial   : 
  Deep    : 
EAR 
  Peri auricular node : 
  Discharge   : 
NOSE  
  Rhinitis   : 
  Pus    : 
  Mucous   : 
  Ulceration   : 
  Polyp   : 
MOUTH 
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Tonsils 
  Surface   : 
  Inflammation  : 
  Redness   : 
  Follicles   : 
  Ulceration   : 
  Haemorrhage  : 
  Mucous coating  : 
 Uvula 
  Inflammation  : 
  Elongation   : 
 Pharynx 
  Inflammation  : 
  Redness   : 
  Ulceration   : 
  Growth   : 
 Tongue 
  Coating   : 
  Ulceration   : 
  Growth   : 
 Teeth  
  Caries teeth  : 
 Gums 
  Gingivitis   : 
 
OTHERS: 
 Past history of Tonsillitis 
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 Recurrence of attack 
 Familial history of Allergy 
 Associated Joint Pain 
 Associated haemorrhagic spots or follicles 
 Associated Nasal Allergy 
 Personal Habits 
Tendency for sweets, chocolates, cold stuffs 
Personal hygiene 
Living conditions 
 EXAMINATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM 
 EXAMINATION OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
 EXAMINATION OF ABDOMEN 
 EXAMINATION OF URINARY SYSTEM 
Laboratory Investigations: 
Blood 
 Total WBC Count  : 
 Differential WBC Count : 
 E. S.R  ½ hr  :     
 1hr   : 
Hemoglobin percentage : 
Urine: 
 Albumin   : 
 Sugar    : 
 Deposit   : 
Daily Progress 
Date Symptoms Medicine 
   
 
Advice 
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GOVERNMENT SIDDHA MEDICAL COLLEGE AND HOSPITAL 
POST GRADUATE RESEARCH CENTRE 
PALAYAMKOTTAI 
BRANCH-IV KUZHANDHAI MARUTHUVAM 
Proforma of Case Sheet for Annakku thooru Azharchi 
Admission – Discharge Sheet 
Name of the Medical Unit: 
I.P. NO  :       Occupation       : 
Bed no  :        Income                  : 
Ward   :        Nationality       : 
Name   :        Religion                  : 
Age   :        Date of Admission    : 
Sex   :        Date of discharge      : 
Permanent address:                                  Diagnosis     :  
Temporary address:                                     Results          : 
Informant  :        Medical officer           : 
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S.No 
CLINICAL FEATURES(Signs 
and Symptoms) 
During 
Admission 
During 
Discharge 
1 Sore throat   
2 
Yellow (or) white coating on the 
tonsils 
  
3 Swelling of the tonsils (or) throat   
4 Redness of the tonsils (or) throat   
5 Fever   
6 
Painful / difficult swallowing 
(Dysphagia) 
  
7 Swollen lymph glands in the neck   
8 Bad breath ( Halitosis)   
9 Cough   
10 Ear ache   
11 Loss of appetite (Anorexia)   
12 Joint pains   
13 Constipation   
14 Abdominal pain   
15 Nausea and vomiting   
16 Others, if any   
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